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HAYLANDS
Horses Owned or Managed by E. Daingerfield

Morvich {
Winner eleven two-year-old races and
Kentucky Derby,
Sire of many winners

$1000.00 Cash

Last Coin {

Dress Parade

Man-O-War
Trasher

Sire of many winners

Retired 1927

Private Contract

Private Contract

Prince of Unibria

*Brown Prince

Umbria
Retired 1927

Private Contract

Yield Not I Temptation
Did not race. Sire of winners.
Private Contract

H. P. WHITNEY FARM
THOROBRED STALLIONS
AT SERVICE

MAYSVILLE PIKE

LEXINGTON, KY
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Service- electrtc and Ras—tn hehii; furnishn! day After
cUy to an ever-tncrea*ing iiumber of citizens of Louiavitle

and adjoining Gcmmunities l>y the Louisvilk Gas and Elec
tric Company. From lest than a hundred customers ninety
years ago, the numlwr hai K'uwn to X5,773 electric and
7i,l.t5 gas users. The service required l>y these customers
necessitates the maintenance of extensive properties, includ

Lclisvillc Cas^ ClectdicCo.
INCORPORAT60

IN KBNTUCKV

ing a hydroelectric station, a steam electric station, a gas
manufacturing plant, coal mines, gas wells, gas holders,

liipe lines, sulistations, transminsion s)-5trm, office hiiilding,
storerooms and service huiMing.
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Kentucky Shearman Concrete Pipe Company
INCORPORATKI)

Offices and Plant:

Kentucky Stockholders

FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY

Kentucky Labor

Kentucky Materials

♦

•f
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PART OF FRANKFORT VARD

SIZES~4 INCHES TO 96 INCHES

The Only Permanent Drainage

::

SANITARY—STORM—HIGHWAYS—RAILWAYS

THE PHOENIX HOTEL
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY
WISHES FULL MEASURE OF SUCCESS
TO THE

KENTUCKY PROGRESS COMMISSION

"^// For Kentucky
and

Kentucky For AW*
'V
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When driving to or from

TOLEK)

CLiVELAMO

FLORIDA
vnTteua**

come the short route

through
CMlltCATHi

MftY5VILLt,KY.

(t^aysville
"The Pioneer Gateway"
"The Modern

Tourist Gateway"
On the Direct Fast Lines between

the North, East, and Midwest and

The Entire South
Note the accompanying: map showing how Di
rect Good Roads lead from Detroit, Toledo, Qeve-

land, Pittsburgh, Columbus to MAYSVTLLE,
and from there by DIRECT ROUTES to Florida
and all points South.

The highways from Maysville to Florida are
largely over valley routes, and valley and water
level grades through the Cumberlands, Smokies
and Blue Ridge Mountains, and all are paved, or
state maintained roads. These roads also lead

throtigh the most romantic, historic and scenic
sections of the Blue Grass, Cumberlands, Great
Smoky Mountain, National Park betw^n Knoxville and Asheville, Chattanooga, and Georgia
Points; also to Mammoth Cave National Park,
Nashville and New Orleans. ENJOY EVERY
MILE of your trip to Florida or New Orleans

by coming through the MAYSVILLE GATE
WAY.

U. S. 68 Historic Highway
Association

MAYSVILLE. KY.
7ACKS0MVIUC
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You Can Know Real
Gasoline Satisfaction
Compression Is Power
NO-NOX is the ideal motor fuel for

high compression engines andgivesa
wonderful motor efficiency--K nocks,
pings or detonations disappear as if
by magic—no retarding of sparks on
grades or in traffic.
Vibration is reduced to a minimum

as well as repair expense.

Gulf No-Nox Motor Fuel
GULF REFINING COMPANY

= Cafa^ette
LK\I\(iTONV KY.

Absolutely Fireproof
Every Room with Bath

CirrulatififT Ice U^ater throughout
Unexcelled Service

In the Heart of the Shopping and theatri
11^1 V

cal District

On U, S. Highways Nos, 25, 60 and 68

Official A, A. A, Tourist Headquarters
3()0 ROOMS

3(K> BATHS

Fireproof Garage Adjoiniftg
i>:n8ho( sk,jr., ,

Mananff
^ -^v
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Lincoln Shrines In Kentucky
INCOLN'S birthday this month calls to mind the in-

interest durinpj the past few months in the
L ^ creased
scenes of Lincoln's life in Kentucky.
A claim has been advanced by another Kentucky county
that records show Lincoln was born in their county in
stead of Larue county, where the Lincoln Memorial, hous
ing the original logf cabin, is located and which has been
visited by several Presidents of the United States since its
dedication by President Taft and by Lloyd George, Queen
Marie and other notables.

In the meantime, the U. S. Government is considering
an appropriation to install modern improvements at
Lincoln Memorial and enhance the beauty of the land
scape around the memorial. Lincoln's spring is located
near the memorial.

There are several other cities in Kentucky that prize
Lincoln scenes and are capitalizing them in this day of
sight-seeing and automobile travel.
At Springfield, in the courthouse, is the record of the
marriage of Lincoln's parents. Harrodsburg possesses
the original log cabin, removed from Washington county,

in which Lincoln's parents were married. This log cabin
is in Pioneer Memorial State Park at Harrodsburg and is
a decided asset to the replica of old Fort Harrod and the
pioneer's cemetery, which are also located in the State
park.

Lexington has the home of Mary Todd, wife of Lincoln.
Mary Todd was courted by Lincoln in this house, and
after their marriage at Springfield, 111., they were frequent
visitors to the home. There is also preserved at Lexington
the home of Levi Todd, grandfather of Mary. The latter
home was also visited many times by Lincoln and his wife
and is sometimes erroneously said to have been the scene
of Lincoln's honeymoon.
A movement has been launched at Hopkinsville to have

the U. S. Government build a memorial highway from
Lincoln's birthplace in Larue county to Jefferson Davis'
birthplace at Fairview and on north to the Ohio river over

the route followed by the Lincoln family when they left
Larue county.
Good roads in Kentucky are making all of these shrines
and scenes available to the motoring public and the Lincoln
Memorial at Hodgenville, which has attracted thousands of
visitors in recent years, and the lesser knovm scenes men

tioned will doubtless draw tourists in much greater num
bers in future years.

"Kentucky For Progress"

t I SHE 1929 motor license tags, bearing the slogan

Jl^ "Kentucky for Progress," have created considerable
talk in Kentucky.

What impression is to be made on the outside public

when spring and summer opens and theautomc^ile jaunts
Fage Bight

to other fields begin is a matter of conjecture. At least
one outside comment, and the only one known of at pres
ent, came from one of the best known bankers in the

Middle West, living in an adjoining State. As soon as
the announcement was made that a slogan was being con
sidered this banker wrote a highly complimentary letter
and suggested a very apt slogan for the license tag.
Kentucky did not originate the idea of inserting a slogan
on the automobile license plates. Idaho had already used
this medium to advertise "Idaho Potatoes," and Mas
sachusetts—dignified Miassachusetts—had exhibited the

picture of what was supposed to be a codfish on its tags.
The story of Kentucky's slogan began several months
ago with a suggestion by Governor Sampson of the op
portunity to carry a brief, snappy message on Kentudty
1929 tags.

Several of the State officials considered the

suggestion, thought it had possibilities and began writing
slogans. Announcement was made through the press that
a license slogan was being considered.

The first criticism then arose. It was feared by some
that a slogan would increase the size of the tag to "bill
board" proportions and that the tax-payer would be bur
dened with the extra cost of the billboard tag. Some
critics deplored the fact, as they saw it, that the name of
the county would be left off.
State officials then conferred and discussed these criti

cisms.

Slogans were submitted by various officials and

the wording finally adopted, to harmonize with suggestions

made by critics up to that time, were "I^ntucky For

Progress" to go on the rear tag and "Kentucky—(County

name)" for the front tag. The size of the tag was made
to conform with the criticism that it would be too large
and burden the taxpayer, and the tag was purchased at a
less cost than previous tags. The size of the numbers was

then criticised but the color scheme, designed to rein
force legibility of the numbers, makes the tag readable at
considerable distance.

However, this is a debatable sub

ject, and as such has created, as said, considerable talk
in the State. If it creates as much talk outside of the

State, possibly the several State officials who carefully
considered and adopted the idea may yet be credited with
a sense of the psychology of advertising.
State Editors Help

SHE work and plans of the Kentucky Progress ComTiission wereoutlined to the members of the Kentucky
Press Association at their annual meeting in Louis
ville in January and the State editors not only expressed in
dividual endorsement of the movement but generously
filled out a questionnaire requesting information to aid the
commission in its plans.

First, the duties of the commission as specifically stated
in the Act of the Legislature creating the body, which in
cluded the orgamzation of 120 county units to compose

the Kentucky Progress Association for State-wide de
velopment, were explained and the editors asked to nomi-

Kentucky ^Progress 9)^[agazine
nate committeemen lo serve in their counties, which they
did.

Second, the editors were requested tq direct the com
mission to sources for local illustrated stories for the

Kentucky Progress Magazine that would portray the
proq-ress and development of their communities, and sev
eral of the editors volunteered their twn services for this

feature xjf the program.

Third, the members of the press association were asked
to state in their opinion what, if anything, was obstructing
the industrial development of Kentucky. Many of the
answers said "politics;" others cited "lack of organized
effort," "co-ordination of wofk for development," "self
satisfiedness," etc.

The Kentucky Progress Commission was delighted to
liave the opporunity to discuss its plans and confer with
the Kentucky Press Association members, and the State
editors expressed theniselves as being pleased to leam in
detail of the big undertaking that the progress commis
sioners, without pay or expenses, had assumed in at
tempting to carry out the program prescribed for them by
the General Assembly.
Farm Relief

SENATOR
THOMAS SCHALL, of Minnesota, has
introduced a bill in Congress calling for an appropria
tion of $6,550,000.00 from which to construct dem

onstrating plants in various parts of the country to utilize
farm wastes and thus give farmers a profitable market for
products that are now wasted. Under the provisions of
this bill demonstrating plants will be built to convert corn
stalks, flax straw and sugar cane pulp into papen; plants
to convert rice straw and wheat straw into wall boards and

plants to convert peanut hulls and cotton hulls into xylos—
a sugar of no food value which will take the place of
glucose in the spinning of rayon and will produce high
powered explosives and a number of other necessary com\ modities. Xylos now sells for $100.00 a pound.
Other plants will be erected to convert potatoes into
high grade alcohol that sells for as much as $1.00 a pint
for commercial purposes. These alcohols are used to make

reasons for rivaly between and among cities all over the
country. These two cities contended for the location of
the State Capitol, the State Fair and other important en
terprises from time to time. However, this was in the
dim past.
Times have changed. Instead of-blaming "politics" for
lack of initiative or ability to compete with other com
munities, the average American city has learned that or

ganization and salesmanship are the deciding factors.
Louisville recognized this fact in the hospital rivalry, and
many smaller communities could profit from tbts example.
No Kentucky city can live without Kentucky, so long
as it remains in Kentucky, and progress, the much talked
of thing lately in the Blue-Grass State, has certainly ar
rived when Kentucky cities demonstrate such apprecia
tion and understanding of their State and their neighboring
communities.

Kentucky's Strategic Position

(C

INbe,"THEthemiddle
of the map, right where she ought to
description of Kentucky attributed to

George Horace Lorimer, editor of the Saturday
Evening Post, is literally true.
The word "map" is applied in a broad sense these days.
"In the middle of the map" may mean the center of popu
lation—and incidentally Kentucky is located within a few
miles of the center of population; it may mean the center
of raw materials, industries or railway transportation fa
cilities ; it may mean the center of the highway map.
Kentucky is certainly in the center of the highway map.
Two-thirds of the automobiles of the nation are located
to the north and northeast of the Blue-Grass State.

Those states that do not border on Kentucky in this con
gested automobile section of the L^nited States are so
located with regard to highways that they may convenient
ly cross Kentucky on a tour south and either save con
siderable mileage or, coming from the northeast, lose little
mileage on their trip.

Michigan, the great summer resort state, is directly
north of Kentucky. Florida, the winter playground, is
quick drying lacquer. This is but part of the plans of to the south. The Florida parade never ceases during the
Senator Schall to bring relief to farmers.
fall and winter seasons. Neither does the Michigan hegira
during the spring and summer seasons.
The Kentucky Progress Commission has made a care
ful survey of the waste products of Kentucky farms and
Automobile clubs in Kentucky are kept busy from Oc
so far has not been able to discover a sufficient quantity of" tober to March directing south-bound traffic, and the latewaste material in any county to warrant the erection of a starters have not yet been checked out in March before the
north-bound tourists are returning to their home cities.
plant for such purposes. This survey indicates that Ken
tucky farmers are thrifty and not wasteful and that farm
The rear-guard of the home-bound procession from
relief will have to come to them through other channels '"The Land of Sunshine" is accompanied by the vanguard
than the bill introduced by Senator Schall.
of the Floridians "headin' North" for the summer. The
Lexington Gets Veterans' Hospital

Lexington
was selected as the site for the million
. dollar U. S. Veterans' Hospital voted by Congress.
The fact that the Blue-Grass capital landed this
substantial addition to its industrial assets is a matter for

felicitation, but more important is the fact that, after keen
competition among several Kentucky cities. Mayor Har
rison, of Louisville, which was also seeking the hospital,
promptly wired his congratulations and said that all Ken
tucky benefited by the acquisition of the institution, re
gardless of its location.
Almost any city in Kentucky, almost any city in the
nation has a rival city and always more or less competition,
if not jealousy, exists between these two cities.
Louisville and Lexington have been rivals for years,
and for many good reasons, just as there are many good

hay-fever trek soon increases the north-bound travel and
the procession to Michigan has not ceased before the
Dixieites are returning to their homes in the Southland in
the fall.

Kentucky, unlike Michigan and Florida, has no closed
season for tourists. Lying directly in the path of travel
between these resort states, it is on the reception com
mittee the year round.
This is readily understood when one takes into consid
eration the breadth of Kentucky. United States Highway
No. 60, which enters Kentucky from the east at Catletts-

burg, where the Big Sandy pours into the Ohio river, and
leaves Kentucky at Wickliffe, on the Mississippi river, is
525 miles in length. How many states, if any, east of the
Mississippi river, have a single trunk highway within
their state measuring 525 miles ?

(Continued on page 43)
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Sccnes inSamberland Sounly.T^y.
which has just been opened ap
to the outside T^orld b^a
£)plendid Hiqhxoay
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^rojccl o/^ Progress^
TU^KiTimolh G^^?e Tla^tiona^l ^&rk
By Governor Flem D. Sampson

A
set

NATIONAL PARK, such as proposed at Mammoth Cave, when laid out, im

proved and beautified with roads, driveways, bridges and playgrounds, main

tained at the expense of the Federal Government, will constitute the biggest as-

considered from any and all standpoints, of Grand Old Kentucky.

Several

thousand acres—about one-third of the required minimum acreage—have been taken

over. Money is now needed to pay for the land and caves.

Eight hundred thousand dollars ($800,000.00) has been raised by Kentuckians
toward the purchase of the proposed park area. Kentuckians can, and will, raise the
further necessary funds for this investment, which will mean an annual return of
$100,000,000.00 to our State, and will reflect prosperity to all our citizens.
The Park will bring thousands and tens of thousands of visitors monthly to Ken
tucky. Having seen Mammoth Cave and that marvelous region of subterranean
worlds of incomparable grandeur these visitors will move on to other scenic and his
toric attractions in different parts of Kentucky, such as Lincoln's birthplace. My Old
Kentucky Home, at Bardstown; Jefferson Davis Monument and Park, Cumberland
Falls, Natural Bridge Park, Carter Caves and Natural Bridge, Cumberland Gap,

Brooklyn Bridge, Harrington Lake and Dix Dam, High Bridge, Old Fort Harrod,
Boonesboro, and the hunS-ed and one other equally important shrines, scenic and his
toric spots of the Commonwealth.

The tourist business is now greater in dollars and cents than any other industry

in the United Statesj in fact, in all the world. We used to stay at home; now we

go visiting, touring, sightseeing everywhere all the time. Thousands of those who

come to visit Mammoth Cave and to tour the balance of beautiful Kentucky will re

turn again and again, while other thousands will make Kentucky their permanent

home, bringing capital, business and industry into the State.
The Federal Government will find it necessary to expend literally millions of

dollars in improving the large acreage which we are collecting and will soon convey
to it for Park purposes j indeed, there will be no Park until the Government takes

charge and begins to build beautiful hard-surfaced roads, driveways, playgrounds of
all kinds, places of entertainment, fountains, scenic bridges and towers, and all the
other attractions and facilities that are found in National Parks for the entertain

ment, amusement and edification of the touring public. Nothing goes out of Kentucky
by the establishment of the Park but everything is added unto the State, and once

the tide of visitors to Mammoth Cave National Park sets in, it will grow and increase

from year to year. All that Kentucky is asked to do is to subscribe money with which
to buy and pay for the acreage in Mammoth Cave region—we need approximately
71,000 acres. The Government will do the rest. It is our big opportunity now at
hand; indeed, opportunity is knocking at our door. Shall we hesitate, procra^inate,
or shall we open wide the door and invite opportunity to come in and bring affluence
with her as our future guest?

^

• 1 ,

We cannot act too quickly in completing the Park project. Haste is both neces

sary and desirable. Let's pledge ourselves to the Park project—make it our job, and
it will not be long until the Park will be Kentucky's and the smiling hills and vaUeys
of Kentucky will be greeted daily by crowds of happy, smiling visitors from all parts
of America.

.

.

, .

ut

Our slogan is, "Complete the National Park project m 1929, so that prohtable

returns may begin."
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first

Birthplace of Carrie Nation, who wielded a wicked
hatchet in the pre-prohibltion age.

the
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Kentucky

Legislature c o n- •
vened in Danville,
Ky.

DAVID ORflV/S

boone
JEtHltfA I3C0WG

V/JLLfAHCRADLEBT;OH

.!•

VMLLfAMCHEHA^Cr

S<?UmE I300NE
EY ri

&tlU SAtKAtrr'ftLfftfBT

^/^DAHOAPm

^f?Pnr,-f-'ni.rjF.fior-^.

Home of Simon Kenton, c«nP»?}i®"

dS Boone.-located near Maysville. Ky.

Paffc Twelve

Monument erected to Daniel Boone and the pioneers, at the aite of Fort
Boonesboroiiffh.
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ttie Vzzl q/^thc 8nemy'^
{This story is reprinted by kind permission ofHarper^s Bazar)

Irvin Cobb's Latest Story, Published in the February Number of Harper s Bazar, Has an Interesting

Background as Described by John Wilson Townsend, Noted Author and Friend of Mr. Cobb.
By iRviN Cobb

SOMEHOW
the figure of Lincoln, when done in bronze
or even in marble, seems to take on a majesty and a

lized the wiping out of the last vestige of sectional bitter
ness among us and marked the dawning of a newer and a
better
day, would be a lesson to posterity and all that sort
splendor which is denied to others piong our great
men—contemporaries of Lincoln—who in their day and of customary thing, whereupon the assembled audience
generously.
time surely were regarded as being infinitely more comely applauded
Nearly
all
the State officials were assembled on this
than the Rail Splitter was. Perhaps it is his tall shai^,

of the Capitol employeesgaunt but, so they claim, not ungainly which, with its notable occasion and a majority
as
well,
on down to the groundhuge, powerful hands and its
keepers and the janitors and the

heavy, angular feet, lends itself so

black door-keepers.

well to the sculptor's art. Not
even the hideous garments of the

librarian, was not there—not she.
All through the day, in a state of

period—the bee-gum hat, the
square-to#^d boots and all—alto
gether can hide the strength of itOr perhaps it is the long tired

tremulous and simmering indig

nation, she stayed at home in her
little brown cottage overlooking
the river. She hadn't seen the
Lincoln statue yet. Nor did she
mean to see it, ever. Miss Tessie

face in which those of his genera

tion saw only an utter homeliness,
but in which we of this genera
tion think we see a compassion, a
sweetness that makes it very

was what you Northerners would
call an unreconstructed Rebel,

g'lorious and very beautiful to

meaning by that, one remaining

look upon.

unreconciled to what happened
one April morning so long ago at

Still, it was so easy for tfie
modeler in his straining after
realism to exaggerate that shape
and the contours of the face and

the head, that one marvels not
that there should be so many bad

Appomattox Count House, Vir
ginia. There are not nearly so
many such as there used to be in

I

the South. Still, at that, you now

and then will run across one of
them or a group of them. Nowa
days they nearly always are
women—elderly women, for the

statues of Lincoln scattered about

over the country, but that there
should be so few of them. Now,
in the particular case of the
broQze statue which was done for
our new State House, many of
the critics agreed that the artist,
whoever he was, had shown a
commendable restraint. He may

But little

Miss Tessie Tate, the assistant

most part.
—Copyright. Cftuficld & Shook.

It was thU statue that inspired Irvin Cobb't story,
"At the Feet of the Enemy."

To them the'Lost

Cause is not a dead cause, or if it

is, they mean to be the last of the
mourners to join in burying it
Miss Tessie was one who had

have emphasized his subject's features, but he had not never abated of her principles nor hid her feelings under
a bushel. She was an outspoken, quick-stepping, highdistorted them.
Certainly it looked fine and imposing when set up on its headed little body, still pretty in a faded and weatherdark pedestal at the end of the right wing of the new beaten sort of way, and still full of the quality of spunk.
Capitol with the light falling from above upon it and the She was the leading spirit in the local chapter of the

stone stairways flanking it. It wasa gift to the State from
a wealthy descendent of one of our distinguished families
—a family whose members had been Unionists in the Civil
War, and one of whom occupied a high place in Lincoln's
political household and in Lincoln's private regard. It
was, so people said, the first large statue of Lincoln to be
erected south of the Ohio River.

This circumstance was

supposed to give the dedication a special significance.
Prominent ex-Confederates served on the committee which

had the ceremony in hand. If memory serves me right, the

governor who accepted it on behalf of the Conttnonwealth

U. D. C.; indeed, she was its ruling spirit. She had
helped to organize it and she had been its president ever
since it was organized. ,She read papers at its meetings
dealing with the character of Alexander Stephens: and

with the life and achievements of Morg^ or Forrest or

Stonewall Jackson or Judah P. Benjamin; and with the
need for the caring for the graves of those whom invari
ably she called either "our heroic Confederate dead," or
"our gallant immortals—the Wearers of the Gray." On
Memorial Day, which is in nowise to be confused with
Decoration Day, she was aquiver with patriotic sentiments.

and as a gift to the Commonwealth was himself an ex- The Confederate monument upon Cemetery Hill was, in
Confederate. And the speakers chosen for the formal un a way of speaking, her own handiwork. Largely through
veiling in their orations said that this gracious act symbo- her efforts the funds to provide it had been raised. And
Page Thirteen
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the lar^jest of the "floral offerin/?s" which annually were

may be time for me to countenance the presence of a statue

deposited at its foot was sure to be Miss Tessie's.

to their War President under the same roof—but not be

Her

brother's name was carved on that monument.

fore 1"

To her, Lincoln was not Liticoln the Martyr, nor yet
Lincoln the Saviour of the Union; she believed profoundly

Mrs. Gayle said: "There, you've put your finger on itl
And I think you're exactly right, Miss Tessie. Your senti

that the Union as constituted in 1861 should not have been

ments are exactly what my sentiments are."
Mrs. Gayle felt that it behooved her on all occasions to
prove the loyalty that was in her. Because it was a shame

saved. To her he was the Yankee Clodhopper, the Leader
of the Black Radicals, the Illinois Nigger-Lover, the Mud
sill President. In short, this small, spry, peppery partisan
of a Miss Tessie was as old-fashioned in her prejudices as
she was in her way of doing her mop of curly, lovely
white hair, which is to say very old-fashioned indeed.
On the day following the dedication and with her close
friend and ally, Mrs. Jasper Gayle, for a witness to it.
she made what amounted to a very solemn and very sacred
declaration.

"My dear," she said, "never to. my dying day do I in
tend to set foot in the place where that stat"e stands. My
office is in that end of the building, but going and coming,
I shall walk all the way around to the farther side. I can
not conceive why the governor, and he a gallant Southron,
ever consented to accept it." (Miss Tessie was the kind
who would say "Southron" instead of "Southerner.")

Mrs. Gayle said: "I absolutely agree with you, Miss
Tessie—absolutely. But still, you know after all. Old Abe
Lincoln was a native-born of this State and perhaps he—
they—felt that—"
"Was not our own persecuted and beloved Jefferson
Davis a Kentuckian, too ? And has anyone given a figure
of him to stand in the new Capitol? No! When there is
a statue of our War President in the other wing, then it

ful fact that Mrs. Gayle's family, like so many prominent
families in this border country, had been divided on the

issue of Secession. A misguided uncle of hers had actually
served with the Northern armies. Of him, though, Mrs.
Gayle never spoke. With her it was as though he had
not existed. Another uncle was the one whose memory
she extolled. For this uncle had been a major in the Or
phan Brigade, and wounded at Shiloh and promoted after
Stone's River and honorably mentioned in dispatches to
Richmond during the Retreat from Atlanta or, as they put
it at chapter meetings, the Withdrawal from Atlanta.

But Miss Tessie had no such inky blotch on her ancesii-al escutcheon. Her U. D. C. membership was based
upon the splendid record of a brother, the late John Wil
liam Tate, who, enlisting as a private, had volunteered for
secret service ^nd, being captured within the enemy's lines,
had been condemned to death by hanging as a spy, but
while awaiting execution had managed to escape from a
military prison at Washington and, with his health under
mined by earlier privations and by the rigors of his con
finement, had died, still in age a mere boy, as he tried to
make his way back home. The place where his wasted
(Continued on page 49)

How Irvin Cobb Conceived The Story
By JOHN WILSON TOWNSEND

/RVIN S. COBB come back to the Blue Gross last January,

after having been "temporarily detained" m New York and
other places for almost thirteen vears—he had been last in Lexing
ton on February 16, 1915, speaking on the Great War, "What I
Satv at The Front," and he was not looking dotvn, as one sug
gested, hut across the Atlantic.

He had wired and written me he was coming to gather material
an^ absorb background for a new novel, "Red Likker," and asked
me to dig up a "dead distiller" for him to interview. I passed
on the grave-yard stuff, but at oncc thought of
Mend, Lol. J.
Swigert Taylor, for many years vice-president of E. H. Taylor,
Jr., and Sons, world-famous as makers of "Old Taylor," as the
proper man for him to see.
Inquiry at Col. Taylor's home, "Scotland," near Frankfort, re
vealed that he was ill in a hospital in Louisville and unable to see
any one. I then thought of his brother, Mr. Kenner Taylor and
Col. Edmund Watson Taylor, who were for many years associated

with their father and brother in the manufacture (ff one of tlte

most beautiful whiskies ever diitilled in the State. I telephoned
Mr. Kenner Taylor and asked him to allow me to bring Mr. Cobb
to his home in Frankfort, and to kindly ask his brother, Edmund
Watson Taylor, to join us there. He most graciously consented
and invited me to bring Cobb to luncheon on the morning of Janvary 30.
When we reached Mr. Taylor's home we found the brothert

aivaiting us there, as well as Mrs. Taylor, and we were shortly
joined by Dyke L. Haaelrigg and Charles H. Morris, both of
whom had formerly been attorneys for
H. Taylor, Jr., ana
Company, and were, therefore thorough . cowersant with the
legal aspects of liquor.
Just as soon as the highballs had been built, Cobb launched int<f
an intervieiv of the gentlemen assembled on every phase of the
distillation of "red likker." He began with the origin of the
U'ord "whiskey" and followed it through its every process otf
manufacture, o// of the laws appertaining to sole and consumption.
I thought Cobb was pretty good at the interviewing, and un
doubtedly he was.
After lunch, Mr. Hazelrigg sxtggested it would be a pleasant
gesture to fake Cobh to the Capitol and have him meet the GoV'
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ernor and address both hottses of the leffislature. After some
telephoning we were rolling up Capitol Hill and a few moments
later, Cobb was speaking.
After his address, which was exceedingly serious, he was rejoined
by his host and the gentlemen of his party. As we descended
the lovely circuitqus staircase of the new Capitol, we almost at
once found ourselves standing in front of the Lincoln statue in
the main rotunda, ttnfh Mr. Kenner Taylor detailing how it hap
pened to be there. Cobb, I noticed at the time and recall now,
was standing well behind the memorial and gosing up at it, his
head to one side, and biting down hard on his ever-present cigar.
After Mr. Taylor had finished his account of how Lincoln
came to the Capitol, Mr. Haselrigg related for Cobb's evident
amusement the story of Mrs. Jennie C. Morton and Miss Sally

Jackson, two Frankfort ladies, who were for many years the

David and Jonathan of the Kentucky State Historical Society.

Both of them were unreconstructed rebels and, after the Lincoln
statue had been set up, they jointly refused to ever enter the
Capitol again by the front door. (At that time the Historical
Society was established in the neto State hottse).
What Mrs. Morton thought and did, Miss Jackson also thought
and did. And the tradition renuiins in Frankfort to this day that
neither of them ever again entered the main entrance of the new
Capitol after "Lincoln" reached there.
That was all t.f the story Mr. Haxelrigg related to Cobb
becausc "there wasn't any more."
Cobb grimud and when he emerged from the building he leaned
over totvards ine, u^h a satisfying chuckle in his voice and almost
whispered:
"I've got a story, kid!"

He h^ not been in New York many days before he sent me
the original manuscript of the Morton-Jackson yam, entitled "At
the Feet of the Enemy," which is printed in full in the current
issue of Harper's Basar. His Kentuckv whiskey novel, "Red

Likker," is to appear in Cosmopolitan Mctgasine as a serial, be

ginning in the March number. It ivill run all year and then be
published in book form. It is Cobb'^ third novel, and tvill un
doubtedly prove to he his most succe-fsful full-length romaw

Kentiic\y Progress Magazine

^Igticulture at^eslein SlaleTcacbers Gollcge
By Chas. Taylor

WESTERN
KENTUCKY STATE TEACHERS
COLLEGE located at Bowling Green, Kentucky,

attempts to serve Agriculture of Western Kentucl^

in two distinct ways. First, being a Federally recognized
Teachers College for training in Vocational Agriculture,
each year a splendid group of well trained young men are
graduated from the Agricultural Department and go out
into the rural high schools to teach the fundamentals of
Agriculture to the young men who are soon to become'our
farmers.

the

The students in

Agricultural

Depart

ment of the State Teachers

College have unusually good
facilities for preparing
themselves for their chosen
work.
The school owns
about four hundred acres
of land where all of the im

portant crops of this sec
tion of the State are grown.
An intensive program of
soil building is being car
ried on principally by the
use of lime and sweet
clover. Wornout fields

have been brought back to

sheep and hogs are butchered affords opportunity for
judging carcasses, figuring dressing percentages and get
ting first-hand information on practical methods of meat
cutting and curing. Each year the institution feeds out
some good beef animals which are used for judging and
type study and then slaughtered for carcass study.
In addition to this, in Warren County there are some
fine herds of beef cattle, dairy cows and sheep which the
students use regularly for definite studies. These herds
are available at all times

through the generosity and
co-operation of the owners.
The Department" of Agri
culture which is located on

the beautiful Ogden Cam
pus has on its faculty one
or more graduates from the
following well-known UniVe r s i ties—University of
Kentucky; University of
Wisconsin; University of
Mississippi; State U n iversity of Ohio; and Pur
due University.
Where
possible each instructor has
charge of some production
enterprise which is in keep
ing with his classroom and
laboratory work
The Department of Agri

profitable production
through this method and
they furnish a large amount
of grazing during the pro
A group of Federal Board trainees studying incubation
culture aids farmers of
cess of soil building. A de
and brooding at the State Teachers' College, Bowling
Western Kentucky and
partment of market garden
Green, Ky. Each student was a^si^ed an incubator and
required to operate it for an entire incubation period. In
Warren County especially
ing is maintained where
broodinjt, each had a definite piece of work to do at regular
in many ways. From the
the students learn by par
intervals that carried through the brooding period. More
herd of registered dairy
ticipation and observation
than four hundred trainees were given practical training
cows many good bull calves
in agriculture.
the problems of gardening.
have been sold which will
A herd of twenty regis
improve the dairy cattle in the communities where they
tered dairy cows, ten Holsteins and ten Jerseys, is avail
go. These calves are sold for an amount which barely
able for student work at all times. Dairy feeding, pro
duction and judging work with the school herd offers covers cost of production. Pure bred boars and
the student the practical problems that must be met and gilts have been shipped to points in Western
solved. Three breeds of hogs, the Poland China, Duroc Kentucky and many have been sold in
and Hampshire are kept on the farm; five breads of
chickens numbering about a thousand birds, and twenty
colonies of bees are maintained for student study and
general farm production. A slaughter house where cattle,

A group of students at the Sute Teachers' College, Bowling Green, Ky., and t portion of the
students in agriculture and about seven hundred students general agriculture use the herd for stadjnng types ano proouction in dairy cattle. The herd, at the present time con^ts of twenty Holsteins and ten Jerseys.
PoffgPifteen
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Warren County, Kentucky.
Members of the faculty
serve as judges for county
and community Agricul
tural fairs.

the poor animal and by
comparison and contrast
taught the correct type and
the points to look for in
selecting breeding and pro

In the absence

of a County Agent they are
frequently invited and al
ways respond to give dem
onstrations in poultry cull
ing; lamb docking and
castration; drenching for
stomach worms, and pnming of various kinds of
fruit. Samples of milk are
brought to the laboratories

duction animals.

Kiwanis Club at a delight
ful noon day meal served
in the beautiful rustic Cedar

House.

is

unusually

high

definite instructions on san

Many farmers ex

pressed themselves as hav
ing learned more from this
one day school than all the
fairs and live stock shows

where bacterial counts are
made for same. Where the

count

All who

attended were guests of the

An educational display lowing the amount of feed ana

its cost to produce the eggs in the foreground and their value.
The white and brown shelled eggs are divided as two breeds

they ever attended.
Warren County has been

without a County Agent for
some time and the institu

itary methods of production of potUtry were used in this demonstration, at the State tion being desirous of ren
and care of milk is given.
Teachers' College, Bowling Green, Ky.
dering the greatest good
The University of Kenfor Agriculture, in co-oper
tucky holds regularly scheduled cream testers examination ation with Warren County and the University of Kentucky

in the dairy laboratory where material and equipment is

hasarranged for employment of same. The County Agent

available at all times for this work.

will have offices with the Department of Agriculture where
telephone and stenographic help will be available and where
he will be closely associated with the Agricultural faculty
believing that both the institution and the County Agent
will be mutually aided by the arrangement.
The institution being desirous of aiding Agriculture
inaugurated many years ago the Farmer's Chautauqua
which met with great success and the same kindly feeling
and desire has not died but it is ready and willing to serve
where good can be accomplished for Agriculture.

Samples of water from many springs and wells are
brought in for bacterial tests. Supposedly pure water
from springs have proved to be highly contaminated with
the colon group of bacteria and utterly unfit for human
consumption.

The institution is featuring short courses in Agricul
ture for farmers of Warren County. The success of
previous meetings warrants a larger undertaking along
this line and in co-operation with the University of Ken
tucky plans are already made for courses this winter.

A short course in dairy feeding will be given in January,
at the.urgent request of a large number of the dairymen.
One of the outstanding achievements of the year was
held in co-operation with the Bowling Green Kiwanis Government Will Take Action Because of Growing
Club. This was an all day live stock school held on the
Number of Tourists to Hodgenville

Will Improve Lincoln Farm

campus, under a large chautauqua tent.

More than a

MPROVEMEKTS to the Lincoln farm and memorial
hundred and fifty farmers and county agents from adjoin
near Hodgenville, Ky., because of the rapidly increas
ing counties, the C<Mnmissioner of Agriculture, and rep
ing
numbers of sightseers who visit there, has been ap
resentatives from the University of Kentucky participated
in this school. Good and poor animals representing the proved by Secretary Davis of the War Department.

I

following breeds were housed under the tent

—Beef cattle; dairy cattle; hogs and sheep.
Live stock specialists took the good and

The tract, comprising about 110 acres, is divided into

two nearly equal parts by the Jackson Highway, which
runs from Louisville to Nashville, Tenn. The highway
has increased the number of visitors to the memorial and
reconstruction in concrete of the

road approaching the farm has been
planned.

Enclosure of the whole plot in steel
wire farm fencing, renovation of the
log house, construction of suitable
parking area, rest rooms and im

provement of the water supply have
been approved, and in addition the

grounds will be beautified by planting
native Kentucky grass and shrubs.
Kentucky! Kentucky!
A group of students at th^ &t&te Teachers' College, Bowling Green, Ky., making
a stbdy of swiHe m^nagehriertt.

The College maintains a modern hog plant for

agrituUUfal SHidtnts to itiaki a careful study of feeding and management-
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For each and for all,
United we stand,
Divided we fall.
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5^roqress in dairying

ArTHE
invitation of the Kentuclcy Progress Commis
sion. a milk conference was held at the Capitol

'at Frankfort on October 31, 1928, at which rep
resentatives of eleven milk products manufacturers met
committees from nineteen Kentucky towns to hear their
claims for the establishment of milk products plants.

The meeting was called by the Progress Commission
because Kentucky is advancing rapidly as a dairy State,
but development was being somewhat retarded because
farmers had no local industries to deliver their milk to

and were compelled to ship their cream by rail, thus re
ducing their profits.

M?any secretaries of commercial clubs wrote to the
Progress Commission when it was first organized, asking
for aid in securing a milk
products plant. The Com
mission

then

wrote

This is the story ot the Proj^rcss Commission milk
conference, but the results that might be obtained were

"on the knees of the gods."
The sequel to the meeting is contained in the following
articles clipped from newspapers in various parts of the
State:

{Lexington Kentucky Herald, December 29, 1928.
•
A concerted drive to establish Fayette County and

Central Kentucky as the leading dairying center in the
South will be begun by the Lexingtoii Board of Com
merce, with the co-operation of local dairymen, immedi
ately after the first of the year, Ed. Wilder, secretary
of the board announced yesterday . . .
Mr. Wilder explained that local representatives at a
Kentucky Progress As
sociation meeting in
Frankfort recently were
told that Lexington was
allowing valuable oppor

to

manufacturers asking if
they would be interested
in attending a meeting

tunities along dairying
lines to slip from its
grasp, land that nearby

to confer with commit

tees
erous

representing num
towns

that

towns were not informed

be

of the excellent oppor

lieved they were pro
ducing a sufficient vol
ume of milk to support
profitably a milk plant.
Favorable replies were
received

from

tunities afforded them at

Lexington and were ship
ping milk, butterfat and
cream, and their by
products to distant points
at increased transporta

fourteen

manufacturers, which
showed the interest that

tion rates.

they are taking in the
dairy development o f
Kentucky.
The Progress Com

ence resulted indirectly

The confer

in the determination to

start

Ouerniey Bull, Experiment Station Herd.

mission realized that many thousands of dollars had been

spent by commercial and luncheon clubs in sending com
mittees to visit milk manufacturers in far distant cities,
inate this expense.

The Commission assisted several towns in preparing
their briefs and outlined for them methods of taking a
dairy census.

At the meeting every, committoe was given an oppor

tunity to file a copy of their prospectus with each of the
eleven manufacturers present and to make a verbal report
explaining their outstanding attractions. Several counties
learned at this conference that they still had a great deal
of promotion work in dairying to do before
they could expect to locate a plant in their town.
The meeting was made educational by the
presence of representatives of the College of
Agriculture who gave many valuable sugges
At the conclusion of the meeting everybody
felt that much good had been accomplished and
Oscar Ewing, of Louisville, speak
ing for the manufacturers, stated
that they fel: it was one of the most
constructive dairy meetings they had
ever attended and they extended
their thanks to the Progress Com

drive,

Mr.

{Lexington Kentucky Herald, January 21, 1929.)
Swift and Company of Chicago, will erect a $100,000
creamery on East Main Street within the next month, it
became known today following a meeting and banquet
of Swift salesmen of this territory and Chicago officials

and that a meeting of all parties interested would elim

tions to the local committees.

the

Wilder said.

Saturday at the Phoenix Hotel. The creamery will be
one of the largest in the State and utilize cream produced
within a hundred-mile radius of this city.

{Lexington Kentucky Herald. January 25, 1929.)
Another $100,000 dairy plant probably will be added
this year to Lexington's growing list, it became known
yesterday when L. R. Zink, manager of the French-Bauer
Company ice cream and milk plant which will be opened
in Lexington April 1, announced that the plant will be
supplemented within a year by a
$100,000 plant if the trade terri
tory proves itself.
(Georgetown Times,
November 7, 1928.)
According to
Mr. E. H. Coulson, representa
tive of Armour

1

mission.

Dairy Bam at the State Experiment Station.
Pagt SevtfUetn
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& Company, Georgetown is an ideal site for a milk pro
ducts plant. Mr. Coulson visited Georgetown Monday to
gain first-hand impressions of the town as the site for the
proposed factory. This visit was the result of the-meeting
held at Frankfort last week at which time the advantages
of the town and county as an important site in developing
the whole-milk industry in this section were set forth by
a delegation from Scott County.
Representatives from fifteen of the largest companies
handling milk products were present at the Frankfort
meeting by invitation of. the Kentucky Progress Com
mission to avail themselves of the opportunity to secure
data on the various communities of the State that were
interested in the location of

such a plant.

(Springfield Sun, Decem
ber 9, 1928.)
Negotiations that
have been under way

opened for business not later than the first week in Janu
ary, it has been announced by F. B. Hind, president. It
was first thought that it would be possible to have the
opening by the middle of December but unavoidable de

lays in receipt of the machinery and other supplies made
it necessary to postpone the opening until after the first
of the year.

(CwnmonwecUih, Somerset, January 23, 1929.)
Representatives of a large middlewest company are in
Somerset today conferring with officials of the Kiwanis
Club and the Chamber of Commerce regarding the estab
lishment of a milk condensary here. The plant would pay
out to the farmers and employes about $500,(XX) a year.
The visitors are being taken over the county on a sight
seeing trip and will inspect several sites. Every eflFort
is being made to bring the
condensary here.

(Danville Messenger, Jan
uary 10, ,1929.)

for several months be
tween local business
men and Armour &

The French Bros.-Bauer

Company, of Cincinnati,
one of the largest concerns
of the kind in the country,
will open its modem plant
in Danville Friday to re

Company, Chicago packers, for the
establishment of a large cheese fac
tory in this city, finally have been
brought to a successful conclusion, F.
Edison White, president of Armour &
Company, having closed a contract with
G. L. Hayden, local real estate holder,

ceive sweet cream

farmers

within a radius of fifteen

for the erection of a brick and tile

or twenty miles of the city.
The plant here is one of

factory.

(News Journal, Campbellsville, De
cember 13, 1928.)
We are informed by Mr. John
Dudgeon, local manager of the
Armour Company's cream shipping
station, that his company have leased

the most modern and
up-to-date to be found

anywhere and has an

unlimited capacity.
The Kentucky type of Jeriey bulL

the Joe Willock building on Columbia Avenue, recently
vacated by the Campbellsville Hatchery, and are making
preparations to establish a cheese factory as soon as all
preparations can be completed.

(Murray Ledger and Times, December 14, 1928.)
The Murray Milk Products plant will be officially

For Prc^ess

Heart to heart and hand to hand,
We'll rally to Kentucky's call,
We'll shout the slogan of our land—
United we stand—divided we fall.

Jeriey heiferi on ChriitUn County farm.
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HE plans of this company .
covering expansion, im
provements and better^
ments are all based upon
a firm

belief in Kentucky's .

The

Kentucky Culvert
Manufacturing Co,

future and an abiding faith that
she will take her place in the
forefront in the march of States

Armco Culverts
FAYETTE

HOME

Telephone Company
INCONKRATEO

Thomas A. Combs, Pres'xdtnt

ti Lexington

—

^

—

Louisville, Kentucky,

Kentucky

Manufacturers oj

Edw. J. Miller
& G)mpany

Genuine Sand Mould
Face Brick

"OLD KENTUCKY HOME"

Colonial and English Type
"BISHOP COLONLVLS"

nsuranee
AND TILE COMPANY

STARKS

BUILDING

"OXFORD ROUGH TEXTURE"
•^OXFORD SMOOTH RED"

**FARM DRAIN TILE"

LOUISVILLE

Our expert wifl give you an estimate on
undierdraining wet Uind,
Jfoge Ninetetn

KeYituc\y Progress Magazine

Interesting l^ncoln Scenes in TCentucky

Lincoln Memorial at Hodgenville, a national shrine.

The loR cabin in which Lincoln
was born. This cabin is within
the Lincoln Memorial at Hod
genville.

(Below)—The home of Mary Todd,

wife of Lincoln, on Main Street in
Lexington. It was here that Lin

coln did his courting, although
Mary Todd went to Springfield, 111.,
for the wedding ceremony.

(Above)—The home of L^vi Todd, grandfather

of Mary Todd, located on U. S. 25 near Lex

ington. Lincoln and his wife often visited here.

Paffe Tvuvnty
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Ijyes in TCenlacfci/*
Here He heard the call of Jackson,

God is good to Indiana,

'Way down South at New Orleans,

As a father to his child,
But he made our Old Kentucky,

And He sent to him His chosen,
Soldiers dressed in home-made jeans
When because of outer darkness
War between the States was made

And he looked at her and smiled.

Then He made the broad Ohio,
Circle 'round this land so fair,
As a mother hugs her baby

To the South he sent Jeff Davis,

To her heart with tender care.

To the North Old Honest Abe.

Yes, God went to Indiana,

So the Lord sends from Kentucky,

And He blessed each hill and glade,
But He came down to Kentucky,
And just sat down and stayed.

Just the man, when He can't go,
Who will always do His bidding,

Ev'ry time—Now ain't it so?

And He raised up here Abe Lincoln,
In the hollow of His hand,
And George Rogers Clark He sent with
His Kentucky Rifle band,
To release His Indiana,
From the English tyrant's yoke,
And they carried God's own message,
And He heard them when they spoke.
And He sent Old Davy Crockett,
'Way out to the Alamo,
And they made the State of Texas

We believe Our God will tell you,
Though forever you may roam,
That the nearest place to Heaven
Is the "Old Kentucky Home."
It is just as clear as can be.
That God loves and freely gives,
To the other States His blessings,

But Kentucky's where he lives.
—John A. Logan.

Out of northern Mexico.

]eR«rion Davii monument at

Pair

view, Ky,, the i«cond highest monu
tnent in the United Btatet.

It is strange that the birthplaces of
Interior »cene in Jef
ferson

Davis home.

Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis

are both located on U. S. Highway
68, and at no great distance from

Replica of the Jefferson

Davis

home

at Fairview.

eacn other.
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Tairfarms
a/

%/rPr/ces

bsbe:

Now—you don't HAVE to live outside of Kentucky. A prominent agricul
turist has given his opinion that there are more bargains in farm lands in Ken

tucky, quality considered, than in any other state in the union. He's right—
here's the proof! Write to the Kentucky Progress Commission for informa

tion and prepare to buy a one-way ticket to the glorious Blue-Grass State.
Page Twenty-four
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FOR 66 YEARS

1929-Hiniyar Stud StaIlions-1929
$1,500

CRUSADER 4

1862

1928

(Property of S. D. Riddle, leased to Phil T. Cbinn)
CRUSADER was a

stake winner of 18 races. 8 seconds and

4 thirds, from 43 starts in four seasons, a total earnings of $203,261.50.

His stake victories were:

Manor Handicap (Laurel Park),

Suburban Handicap (twice), Belmont Stakes, Dwyer Stakes. Cin-'

PRICE'S

Famous Sausage

cinnati Derby, Huron Handicap, Jockey Club Gold Cup, Havre de

Grace Handicap. Maryland Handicap, Riggs Memorial Handicap
and Delaware Handicap.

a

Pto

2 /Man o' War^^
.

/ 'Rock Sand 4

Mahubah

'1 'Merry Token 4

f*Star Shoot
^

Has Been On The Market

' Star Fancy

1 Dolly HiRKins

•Imported

J Isinalass 3
(Astrolojry 9
/Migraine 21

__

I Frances M'CIel d 4

It is sufficient of Man o' War to say that he earned tbe title
"Horse of the Century" and that his sons and daughters are more
highly valued as a whole than are the sons and daughters of any
other sire in America.

Now Made and Sold By

Imp. DONNACONA, 16

$500

One Year Return Same Mare.

DONNACONA won Mt. Kisco Stakes, 1 mile and 70 yards in

MUNNS

BROTHERS
Incorporated

1:43 4-5, mile in 1:38; Sinton Hotel Stakes 1 1-4 miles, in 2:03 2-S ;
third for Latonia Cup; won at 6 furlongs, straight, in 1:11 1-5; a

mile, 126 lbs. up, in 1:39 2^5: second to Man o' War in Belmont

Stakes; second to Man o' War in Miller Stakes.

2

f Persimmon 7

g

/'Prince Palatine H

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

I 2)

Blue Grass Meat Products

Q« (Kildonan
. Kildonan

I PerdiU II. 7

^Lady Lightfoot ••••{giS.?"' ^

i (5 1

1

f Hampton 10

I""! Illuminata 1

Lochnell

'Imported

A 100 Per Cent Kentucky Industry

i

Barcaldine 20

t Bonnie Agnes 16

$500

NOAH 3
One Year Return Same Mare.

Winner of fifteen races and $39,940, including Harford (twice),
Jennings and FleeCwing Handicaps, six furlongs in 1:11 2-S.
Brother to the stake winners Tester and Exodus.

Half-brother

to Rocket, Whisk By and Ruth Law.

fOommando 12 ...-I

J

f Peter Pan 2

I Emma C. 12

t'CindereUa

'First Flight

-jM^Ska^

"I •Earl'sSeat .m...,.-/ Wolf's Crag IS
\ Evanthe 3

•Imported

$500

FLITTERGOLD 9
One Year Return Same Mare.

A stake winner of 29

races, 31

seconds and 20 thirds.

His

stakes included the Royal Blue. Chesterbrook and Picadilly Handi
caps. He is a brother to FA3R PLAY, sire of MAN O' WAR.

f Spendthrift (Am) | *Au8fral^ 11
n

I Aerolite (Am.)

/HastingiSl

.
„
Cinderella
............JfBlueRuinor
Tomahawk 3

'^1
inherit money is
* fortunate.
Winning
it is luck. Independence
is surer when we

save

regularly.

fBend (Dr 1
'Fairy Gold

(Dame Masham *..../Galliard 13

•Imported

I Pauline 9

Imp. CARLARIS 8
A

cltided
record)

; Preliminary Handciap, 1 1-8 miles in 1:49 2-5 (new track

record) , Tijuana Derby, 1 1-8 miles in 1:49 4-5 (new track record).

Ifiromus

,

• ® ' Carnival

(Spree IL

•Imported

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

His victories in-

the Coffroth Handicap, 1 1-4 miles in 2:02 3-5 (new track

i

BANK OF COMMERCE

Private

stake winner of seven races and $110,375.

{

H e Will Appreciate Having Your Account

•••.J

(Manpa 21
/ Doncaster 5
I Rouge Rose 1

»./Sainfoin
2
(Cherry 1
./St. Frosquin 22
( Bridget 8

HIGH TIMEl

Private

Chestnut, 1916. by Ultlmus—Noonday, by Domino.
All Mares Must Be Accompanied By Veterinary Certificates.
Season to Close June 1, 1929.
No Maiden Mares to Visit Before
April Ist. For Booking Address:

Phone 2461

PHIL T. CHINN, lEMNGTON. KY.
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Scen^Qlear great Iron ®e\9elopment Project
^egcribcd inStory on ©pposite 9age

South from Big: Bend of Summit Drive
Vista Ridge.

Kuttawa Mineral
Springs, hotel in the
distance,
Kuttawa.
Ky.

%

Mint Spring
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Looking South along branch from South
west comer of Kuttawa Spring Lot.
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Bessemer Steel1^ceSs'\)i^1)i$o>medm'Kienlackv
Interesting Story of its Ori^n and the Hectic Days ofTom Lawson's
Grand Rivers U.topia is Revealed by Prominent Ex-Kentuckian
By Hartley Skinner
Prtsidtnt Southwest Title and Trust Co., Phoenix, Arizona

The
Iron Industry in Kentucky probably began with
Matthew Lyon's second Kentucky Colony, about
1811, or 1812.

Lyon ran away from Ireland at fourteen years of age,
was sold for his passage money to America for the price
of a yoke of steers.

He was bought by Thomas Chittendon, bound out to
him until of age. Chittendon
educated him, married his daugh
ter to him.

through the first war from Boston Tea Party, to Trenton,
sieges of Charleston, Savannah, Yorktown—had been
wounded at Trenton and in Georgia. So when the second
war came thirty-six years later, about all he could do was to
send back money from Louisville to Virginia to pay for
a few ships, and stay at home in Kentucky and knock
about fighting Indians sent down by the English.
Where the Lyon furnaces
were, I do not know.

West of

Eddyville, close to where Kut-

Another daughter

tawa was founded some sixtyodd years later was one furnace,
operated by Kelley. According

married one of the forebears of
Irvin S. Cobb.

Lyon helped to organize three

to Mr. Sowden, this blew out in

States. Went to Congress, I be
lieve, from all three. One of
them was Kentucky. Had sev

1837.
The Cobbs patented
lands along the creek below this
furnace field.
Whether they
operated that furnace, or Kelley,

eral fights in Congress, with
everything fn^n walking sticks

or either or both of them oper
ated it after Matthew Lyon's

to spittoons.
He was an officer of the Revo

Ship Builders I do not care to

lution. Being an Irishman, he
took to contracting naturally, and

say or assume.

This furnace is situated on the

was a contractor and Commis

point of land across the stream

sary General.
His first Kentucky Colony was
before the year 1800. His last
was just before or during the
second war with England.

Town of

Lyon disapproved of the Em
bargo Act, which virtually told
our ships to stay in harbor to
keep England from searching

owned by Hugh Wake, Mr. Ordway and others, as a part of the

them and taking seamen off of
them on the high seas to work

from the Mountain Park that the
Kuttawa now wants
to have donated to the State of

Kentucky.
This old stack is on property

famous

Road to Kuttawt Sprln^t, looking louth from
iprings.

on English men-of-war.

Kuttawa

Mineral

Springs boundary.
People have removed stone
from the old ruin, using it as a

He spoke against the President, was fined $1,000 and

natural quarry for more than fifty years. Things were

imprisoned under the Alien and Sedition Act; was elected
to Congress while in jail and 1,000 men fought over who
would pay his fine for him.

able. A negro is said to have jumped into the stack and

Lyon appears to have favored our second war with
England. And to have foreseen it farther than some.
He brought out a second colony of New England Ship
Builders who settled partly in Eddyville, and partly in
Yankee Town Bottoms of Lyon County.
The purpose was to build gun boats, commerce raiders,
send them down the Cumberland River, to the Ohio, and

out the Mississippi to raid English shipping on the high
seas. Fine oak was there for the planking, cypress knees
for the ribs, etc., and iron for the metal work.

This idea of Kentuckians furnishing ships on the At
lantic Ocean against England was not confined to Lyon
of Lyon County. He was grandfather to my grandfather
Fred Skinner, who was the first Judge of Lyon County
some fifty-seven years later. My mother's grandfather
paid for two ships and part of a third, manned them all by
his own kinsmen, and all three were lost.

The old man

was too old to go to sea in. the second war, having been

found there made of iron, unusu^ly rustproof and dur

killed himself from fear of his white boss.

Willis Hammond tells me that a Chinaman was chopped
in the back with an ax by a boss.
The first man who ever soJd cattle imported from

England to Kentucky was buried along with the China
man and the negro.

His name is found in the diary of my great-grandfather,
which was kept tlvough the revolutionary war till 1826.
This Welshman's tombstone, wonderfully carved, was
sent from Wales to what was the wilds of West Ken

tucky. In my memory it was broken up by a certain
long citizen to make a whetstone.
The negroes told me that all three "haunted" or
"walked" on moonlight nights.

When I was about ten,

I went to sleep between the graves until walking time,
with Archer Hunter, a relative of the Cobbs, a poodle
dog and 16-bore single-barrel muzzle-loading shot gun.
The hoot owls were awake, and it rained in our faces,

moonlight though it was.

But no one walked.

So I as-
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ancient name of the Cumberland River was

Suwanee. And he thought Kelley used the
old name of the river for his last big "furnace.
Kelley made vast kettles for the New Or

leans sugar makers, five, six, seven, eight and
more feet across.

And he made chains used in heavy foundry

work, ship cables, etc. But his greatest fame
rested on his boiler plate and chains.

It was said that a Kelley boiler never blew
up, even in those days of the steam boat rac

ing when they nearly all blew up last if not
first. His iron was said to have the greatest
ductile and tensile strength in the world .

bending and pulling tests, without breakage.

He left a vast amount of pig iron, old kettles,

etc., there, Charles Anderson sold most of it

for scrap. The buyer made enough out of it

to buy a steamboat with the profit, named for

him. Last I heard ofit was some forty or fifty

"Cypresg Island" Lake ClouKh, Kuttawa. Ky.

years after Kelley's time, when the boat had
been carried out to sea and round to Galveston

sume that the Welshman did not mind having a heathen was m use then as a harbor barge, or lighter.
destroy his monument, the negro did not really mind be
Kelley operated one furnace in Kuttawa, many years
ing burned alive, or the Chinaman object to having been
used as a chopping block.

Opposite the end of the Mountain Park was the Board-

before the town was started. And also a large forge.
My impression is that the forge was on ground now

owned by Mr. Clifton, between his mill and his warehouse,

spring was bricked up and called and nearer to the river than either. Almost in front of

Bnck Spring. Another was called the Boarding House the warehouse formeriy the Gray Lumber and Coal Com
Spring. There were some fourteen springs in 165 acres, pany, No. 3. Much of the river bank has caved off.

nearly all different in temperature and in chemical con

tent . . . Soap Spring, Mint Spring, Diamond Spring,
John Cobb's Baptizing Hole (negro John), now filled

But there were large iron slabs there a foot or more
thick, and signs of heavy workings all about.

The last furnace probably was near the fork of the

up with a large stone seat over it. John said it was not

road at the lake near the other end of the Mountain Park,

in quality.

was a sort of tipple there too in steamboat days.

big enough for a nigger to tear round in when he got about where the old railroad pump house stood. There
happy, so the Governor covered it.
were slabs, cinders, etc., there when the lake was built
Some of these springs vary a full degree in temperature in my childhood. Unless I am mistaken in my recollec
though only a few feet apart. And entirely different tion, the late Charley Black, father of Jerry, told me there

One spring was used by the Indians before the whites
This was almost exactly opposite the point where the
came in. Old Blue Bird for which Blue Bird Hollow first railroad engine of the present Illinois Central System

at the big springs was named was the last. He stayed

was unloaded from a barge and pulled up by hand under
on long after settlements, and cured by hot mud baths of the direction of Mr. James G. Husbands of Paducah, still
blue day found there when I was a boy still. This in living. The little engine did not
connection with use of the water.
have power enough to pull up
East Kentucky may not have been inhabited by Indians, the steep spur track built down
but West Kentucky was thickly inhabited when settlers to the barge that brought it to
first came. From one end of the Cumberiand and mouth where Kuttawa was to be,

of the Tennessee clear across the State into Tennessee.

sometime after the Civil War.

one on the bluff across the river from it right above Eddy-

Your present County Judge,
Amos K. Boughter, of Lyon
County, was a young man then,

There were three towns on Lyon Wake's farm. A big

ville. A big one below Cash Hill in Eddyville. Two in

Kuttawa, though probably never so large . . . and strung

along the river close enough for smoke from one town to

signal to the next one clear across the State. A big town

able-bodied then as now.

He

was amusing himself by skin-

was West of Kuttawa on the Widow Jarrett Farm, and very many more I can not
locate by memory from this distance and
time.

"••'5

Kelley operated the old stack at end of

Park last, I think. Then he operated the
Suwanee Furnace on the other side of Kut
tawa, several miles down the old cinder

road, where I lived as a baby.
This last was a vast works once. Gov

ernor Charles Anderson teught me that the
Paffe Thirty

rhe Rocka,

upper end Silver CUff Park (Cumberland River), Kuttawa, Ky.
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ning the cat on the rear of the tender when the first engine
let off its first whistle. They do say as how Amos let go
all holds and fell on his head.

Would not like to say here

just what all' did happen. But Judge Amos was more
afraid of that thing than he let on to his fellow citizens

product, and to a certain degree of Kelley's wonderful
product all rested to a degree in the quality of the ore.
George Dixon, country storekeeper, borrowed money

from me to re-open old Mammoth or old Center Furnace
whose timbers had been laid and pickled by Uncle before

when he was fearlessly caperinjf on the new-fangled thing.
But the negroes did worse than Amos. They ran

I was born to make them durable.
it was. Center, I think.

clear away at the first toot. Kentucky has progressed
to where our Judges are not afraid of a railroad engine

on the river bank in the woods, than foundries w«re then

whistle, at least.

The Cobbs were big iron men, I believe, before they
were steamboat men or writers.

The Hillmans were conspicuous in three states, no four
in the same iftdustry, and helped found at least one impor
tant city.

Ewald made a fortune in Lyon, then built larger in
Louisville. So much that three states squabbled with our
poor little county attorney as to which would administer
his estate. He had a secret process too, that he claimed
came in a dream.

Then came Thomas W. Lawson, of Frenzied Finance

Fame.

But long before that he promoted two of the

largest charcoal furnaces of the world in the days of my
boyhood. His mistake was in locating them across the
river from his supply of iron, and away from his supply
of fuel, when he could just as well as not have located
his furnaces on the railroad and river tog^ether at Kut-

tawa, right at his fluxing material, a natural flux for that
metal, right in his charcoal supply, and right close to his
iron pits.
Then came the Simmons Hardware people, and George
W. Dixon, late of Grand Rivers, and of Arizona.
This sketches the first one hundred years of iron in
West Kentucky.

The secret of Ewald's product, of my friend Dixon's

I forget which furnace

Dixon received a higher price for his raw pig iron, up
receiving for pots, kettles and stoves by the ton. The
buyer had to load the iron by hand into barges, ship to
Kuttawa, unload and haul to box cars, reload and reship
to Pittsburgh. It brought $32.00 a ton when common
casting brought from $8.00 to $16.00 a ton.
Ironmakers bought nearly all of it Mostly for use in
their own machinery for manufacturing iron ... cold rolls,
trij>-hammer, chains, etc. Same old never-get-tired-iron
of Kelley steamboat boiler-making days.

Kelley appears to have done a great deal of experi
menting. He may have gone broke at it. Some say he
did. He had more than one Welshman working with him.
One was named Evans.

Another was, I believe, Tom

Shadowen . .. whose widow was a Doom, and went by the
shorter name of Owen or Owens.

The father of the late

Sim Leonard of Eddyville was an iron puddler, from
some outside parts unknown at least to the writer.

Just when he perfected his discovery, invention, or pro
cess I cannot say and do not care to guess.
But, one of his Welch helpers, his hearth man, re
turned to England and went to work for Sir Edward
Bessemer. I say Edward. If that is not the exact name
it is plenty good enough for an Englishman and we will
call him that here.

This helper of Kelley's told Bessemer how he made iron
for Kelley, by a wonderful new way, and what wonderful

Bridge across the Big Sandy River at Pikeville on the Mayo Trail.
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A water supply that
is always safe and
ample.

metal resulted. English are great on quality, we must ad
mit that. New ways, short ways, even cheaper ways do
not appeal to them near so much as a better way to make
a thing better, in quality.

Sir Edward had his new helper, Kelley's old helper,
build in England the kind of furnaces and make iron un
der Kelley's process.

Strange to say, a fine quality of steel resulted from the
very first experiments, which was later called Bessemer

sted. Notice I say, "strange to say." For neither the
helper, who made the steel, nor Sir Edward Bessemer,
who had the furnaces built according to the helper's mem
ory of the last Kelley furnaces knew how they made it, or
why it ivas different from any ordinary steel.
But, Bessemer appears to have realized the importance
of the American process. For he patented it. And sold
the patent all over England and other parts of Europe.
Worse than that. The buyers of his process rights tore
out their old furnaces, installed his new style furnaces
and not one of them could make Bessemer or anything
like it.

Lawsuits were filed against Sir Edward Bessemer for
enormous sums, for fraud, or misrepresentation of his
process, etc., etc.

Lexington Water Go.
iNa>Ri>nftA-ii^i>

LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY

Sir Edward would turn back to his own furnace, try

^in and make fair Bessemer again . . . report to
his patent right buyers this fact and blame them for not
following instructions.

In his trouble, more to save his good name than his
purse, maybe, he turned to Kelley to find out what was the
trouble.

Now Kelley had brought suit for theft of his patent.
I doubt if he could have protected himself at that late
date. For he appears to have failed to patent his process

BOWLING GREEN, (Kentucky)

Oolitic

Limestone

is noted for its whiteness, fine
carving qualities and freedom

from stain. The ability to with
stand discoloring influences is
due to the impregnated oil in
the stone.

The surface oil soon

evaporates leaving a uniform
creamy white stone of exceptional
beauty and durability.

as early as he might have done.

But they agreed upon a compromise, in spirit about like

this: Sir ;^ward Bessemer was permitted to have his name
used as if he had been inventor of the process.
He was to draw the royalties under his old contracts,
and in turn was to pay Kelley an income for life.
Kelley on his part was to tell him how to make Bessemer

steel, and why the others who had built «(ame type of
furnace were not making the Kelley or Bessemer steel
that had been turned out on the first furnace in America

and the first in England on Kelley's plan.
This takes us back to the curious or rich quality of ore
found in Lyon County Kentucky. . . . A kind of
hematite, that had a different percentage of sulphur and
other materials from common iron ore. Kelley was
enough of a real iron man, of a natural experimenter or
chemist, to have figured this out, and knew that certain
things went into the making of his kind of steel not en
tirely connected with the style of furnace in which the
iron was worked up.

Southern Cut Stone Company
Incorporitcd

Bowling Green, Kentucky
We specialize in Bowling Greeny Kentucky
stone. In considering an attractive Building
Stone writefor samples.

Kelley died, in a way, a disappointed man. He was
Irish, I suppose, from his name. Like most of them, or
us, he had pride and vanity and wanted credit by the
world for his process. But he was old, financially not able
to carrry on a law suit with the very rich Englishman in a
foreign land, even if he had any standing in those courts.
I recall visiting the Kelley ax factories in Louisville

when I was about six year old. Whether this was a son,
or grandson, or only the magic name used by some mem
ber of his family I do not know. But I can see now a
{Continued on page 44)
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^r\7in 5. Cobb
By John Wilson Townsend
Copyright 1929 by John fFihon Townsend

(Continued fr<»n last month)

AS THE baby blinked for the first time at the light of

day, Paducah couldboast of no more than ten thousand

souls; but it was the county seat of McCracken County,
the fihh city in Kentucky in population and importance,
having been founded by Gen. William Clark, of Lewis and
Clark expeditionary fame, and named after the noted In
dian chief Paduke.

The town was situated on the Ohio

River, immediately at the mouth of the Tennessee. It had
two newspapers, The Kentuckian and The A^ews. The
Neius, founded by T. C. Ballard and James Polk Thomp
son (1844-1905), was just five years old when Irvin was
born; tiiid only his mother believed on the day of his
nativity that he would sometime be written down by the
town's chronicler as that paper's greatest reporter and
"Paducah's most illustrious son."

Irvin'3 old black mammy, Mandy Martin, who had been

Molded of bronze and set in concrete, a marker with

the above inscription was laid in front of the site of the
house in 1915. The work was done by the Park Com
mission, at the instance of the late Dr. David G. Murrell.
Major Shrewsbury comes very nearly qualifying as hero
of the piece at this point. Irvin called him "unkie" when
a baby; and now that he has grown up and become a
writer he has characterized him in various interviews and

autobiographical bits as my "uncle," "my adopted uncle,"
"my uncle of the New England type." From his fourth
to his twelfth year, Irvin was accustomed to go almost
daily to The News office with Major Shrewsbury. He
early got printer's ink on his fingers and he has never
been able to .wash it off and he never will be able to get
out of sight of a printing plant and be happy.
Cobb believes today that the Major started him in the
path he has since "stumbled along." The old Confederate
loved the son of his dearest

in his family for years, had
considerable doubt about

friend as his own, and took

the value of the child, if
we are to attach any sort

the keenest interest in his

development.
If Major Shrewsbury

of permanence to the story
often told by the late Judge

broke Irvin into the news

paper game long before he
was old enough to actually

Hal S. Corbett, a New

York lawyer from Padu
cah; it is good enough to
be true and we hope it is.
Judge Corbett said:
"On the morning of
Irvin's nativity, Mandy,
after one long look at the
infant prodigy went to see

work

at

the

business,

we must depend upon his

good

mother to

have

seen to his attendance

at school. For years the
family has been contfiected with the First

Presbyterian Church in

her friend and coimsellor,
General Thomas E. Moss,

Paducah, and it was to
that church the boy was
sent to Sunday School.
It appears, however, that
Irvin Cobb at age of twenty months.
the ink of journalism left
advice.
"If a cullohed woman agrees to nuss a baby, is she jus' a more indelible mark than the church, for on at least one
finally got to do dat thing or take de law ?"
occasion he is reported to have remarked: "In religion

sometime Attorney Gen
eral of Kentucky, a resi
dent of Paducah, for legal

General Moss told her he believed the contract could

I am an Innocent Bystander!"

be enforced.

"Well, dat settles it," said Mandy, her arms akimbo.
"I jus' go right on back; I'm gwine to nuss that new baby

CHAPTER II.

dat come to de house of Mr. Majah Cobb; but I'm gwine
to make you one promise, and I'm gwine to keep it: be
fore I agrees to nuss another white baby, I'm gwine to

Schoolboy, Kid Cartoonist, Cub Reporter.

look at dat baby fust 1"
Irvin's birthplace, a two-story frame structure, was
torn down in February, 1914, and a brick bungalow now
occupies the site. The staircase in the old house was of

walnut, as was nearly aH of the interior. When the house
was being dismantled, Irvin's brother, John Saunders
Cobb, once of The Evening Post, Louisville, obtained
some pieces of the walnut and had F. W. Neurrian, a cabi
net maker of Paducah, fashion a walking stick and picture
frame for Cobb as a daily reminder of the house that
cradled him. This stick Cobb carries constantly.
"This tablet marks the birthplace of Irvin S. Cobb,
June 23, 1876."

Three months past his seventh brithday, or September,
1883, Irvin was enrolled at the private school of Miss
Mary Gould for one term. Miss Gould's school was at
Sixth street and Broadway. In 1884 he was sent to the
old "Seminary" public school in Paducah, at the corner
of Fifth Street and Kentucky Avenue, which building
was dismantled in the middle eighties to make place
for the Second District and High School.

Later it

was called Longfellow School, and is today the Masonic
Temple, although there is another public school in
the town known as the Longfellow School. Irvin's
first teacher was Miss Nannie Clark (Mrs. J. S. Bondurant of Paducah.) School grades in those days were

not arranged as now, so he remained in Miss Qark's
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room for two years, through the primary grade and first
and second readers. "Irvin was always one of my best
pupils," Mrs. Bondurant said recently, "and I never failed
to give him a recitation for Friday afternoons." James
C. Utterback, now president of the City National Bank,
Paducah (prototype of "Mr. Otterbuck, cashier of the
bank," in "The County Trot"), was also a member of

scription of Ichabod leaving the home of Hans Von Rip
per for the party because, he said, 'Ichabod and his steed
made such a funny picture.' He then not only drew for
us the word picture but produced an original drawing of
Ichabod and the steed very true to the master's descrip

Miss Clark's classes.

tion.

Two years in the public school and Irvin's mother trans

ferred him—because of the excellent progress he had been
making, no doubt!—to the small private school of Rev.
Lewis H. Shuck, who conducted a "select" school in the

study of his church, the First Baptist. Tradition has it
that Dr. Shuck's salary was inadequate and that he con
ducted the school in order to anticipate the proverbial
wolf. Irvin remained with him only one term, the autumn
and early winter of 1886, when, his parents decided he
would be just as happy in the public schools, and then,

too, if he were to spend all of his time "looking out the
window," it would be much cheaper for all concerned.

So he returned to the old "Seminary."
Miss Adah L. Brazelton, now principal of the new
Longfellow School, was Irvin's fourth teacher.

Miss

Brazelton recalls that he remained in her room but
one year, and that one of his schoolfellows at the

time was Guy Rollston, for the last fifteen years on
the editorial staff of the A''ezif York Evening World. "Irvin
was always drawing funny pictures," Miss Brazelton re

members with a smile. His next teacher was Miss Mary
Owen Murray, who died in 1908. Her sister now living
in Paducah fails to recall anything she ever said ^out
Irvin, although he was taught by Miss Murray for one
year. He must have done very well in her room, for it
was upon her recommendation and that of the school's

Hollow^*

I asked my students to bring in their favorite

passage in Irving's great story.

Irvin selected the de

"Ir\'in was something of an artist in those days," Mrs.
Anderson concluded, "and already we were acquainted
with Ichabod and his school room as produced by Irvin's
pencil. The midnight ride of Ichabod through the haunted
hollow and his encounter with the headless horseman, inv
pressed him. Here we see a suggestion of his love for
the weird, which he depicts quite as well as he does the
humorous side of life.

"Irvin was never a bad boy," Mrs. Anderson wrote,
in passing the lad on to the tenth grade. "The only rule
I recall that he was constantly breaking was the one in
regard to talking to those around him. He was well sup
plied with ideas and he liked to make them known.

remarks sotto voce across my desk.
"In the tenth grade" (yes, I know, dear reader: I hear
you and I am doing my best to raise a mustache in this
story, but listen to the lady's lay just a few lines further)

"we had a course in general history and here he was again
in his element. He had a wonderful memory for dates
and names [Oh, Irvin!] but this was not all of history

principal, D. C. Culley, that he was permitted to skip
the eighth and enter the ninth or Freshman grade,
taught by Miss Mary F. Dodson (Mrs. C. A. Ander
son, Magnolia, Miss.), who has recently set down, in detail
her recollections of her distinguished pupil. He was
a member of her classes for two years, through the Fresh
man and Sophomore years of the high school. Mrs.
Anderson begins her narrative with the statement that,

by some, she may be accused of drawing upon her imagin
ation or having her memory refreshed by the things Cobb
has written of his boyhood, but she assured me that such
is not the case.

His love of literature and weakness in

mathematics is stressed in Mrs. Anderson's recollections,
a fact that was patent to all of his teachers from the first
one. Miss Clark, tb the last one. Professor Cade.

"I soon found," Mrs. Anderson wrote, "that Irvin was
remarkably well read, that he had a fine vocabulary and a
taste for good literature to a degree unusual in a boy of
his age.

He makes much of his love for the Nick Carter

type of books, and I doubt not that he did enjoy them.

I found him sometimes surreptitiously reading one, but
he Iwd a natural taste for the good and it was thoroughly
grounded, perhaps before he got hold of the other class.

^"On entering he had chosen the Latin course," con
tinued Mrs. Andersot\, "but soon after asked to take in

addition the regular freshman course in English literature.
If you will permit the expression I will say, he took to
this like a duck to water. He was always intensely inter
ested, quick to grasp the thought and keenly appreciative
of the best in expression.

"I recall an incident that impressed me at the time, but

which in the light of after years seemed a prophecy of
the future. We had been reading 'The Legend of Sleepy
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For

Irvin's good and my own peace of mind I had early in
the previous year given him a desk immediately in front
of mine. I do not now recall that he enjoyed this very
much, but I did. He was so well informed, so keenly
alive as to what was going on in the world, so appreciative
of things suggested in our work that we often exchanged

Irvin Cobb'a boyhood school teach«r, W. A. Cad«.
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among us read them in school behind the shelter of an
open geography propped up on the desk."
Sometimes two little neighbor girls, now M^s. Josephine
Fowler Post and her sister. Miss Mattie Fowler, of Pa
ducah, author of the verses, "Irvin Cobb's First Play
house," and M'rs. J. D. Roulett, Murray, Kentucky, daugh
ter of "Sergeant Jimmy Bagby," often looked in on Irvin,
Matthew J. Carney, now a New York capitalist. Will
Gilbert, George H. Goodman, editor of the Paducah
News-Democrat, and other devotees at the shrine of
"Diamond Dick" and "Old Cap Collier"; and their rec
ollections of the doings just over their back fence are

interesting and amusing. There may have been other
stable lofts in which young America read tales of ad
venture on land and sea, but they were merely branches
of the main Cobb library-loft.
Back in Mrs. Anderson's room Irvin began to be a

mighty hunter of bird's nests: "He was making a collec
tion of eggs, some of which he often brought to school
and exhibited with pride."
Cobb's playhouit where be read "Cap Collier."

to him. He reveled in it as a beautiful story or series
of stories, alluring with adventures and perils on unknown
seas and discoveries of new lands; rich with the splendor
of courts, of, kings and queens and belted knights; thrill

ing with the sound of martial music, the march of armies
and the shouts of victory! I am not surprised that he
was thrilled with the wonderful efficiency and size of the
German army.

"I remember, too, that the senior class came into my
room for their recitation in English literature, and that
Irvin always remained to hear what was said. I am sure
he got as much from the recitation as many actual mem
bers of the class who had put more or less study upon it."
Irvin was not graduated from the high school, but when
past fourteen, after his second year with Mrs. Anderson,
he was enrolled, in September, 1890, in a private school on
the outskirts of the town conducted by Professor William
A. Cade where he remained for about two years and a
half. At the Cade school, now called Arcadia School,
Cobb appears to have suddenly developed into a typical
American boy, a composite Huck Finn-Tom Sawyer of a
fellow, losing his taste for McGuffey's and becoming en
thusiastic over the "classics"—ranging from Shakespeare,

in which subject Cade excelled, to "Old Cap Collier" and
other ten-centers, including Mark Twain's immortal
masterpieces and R. L, S.'s "Treasure Island," which,
Cobb somewhere has written, are nothing but dime novels

costing a dollar, anyway. (Mrs. Anderson mentioned his
fondness for Mark's stuff: "Many times have I watched

him hunched up, head down between his shoulders, chuck
ling over his favorites, Tom and Huck.")
Cobb's parents resided at 616 Broadway, the real main

Something big happened to Cobb at Cade's academy, so
I have been trying to piece together a background and
character to match the plot. We have him now after a

fashion; useless in n\athematics; lover of literature and
history; a youthful Nimrod; not overly keen about the
brand of baseball exhibited in his home town, which was

mostly "town ball"; too deeply absorbed by the literatures
of the world to smoke cigarettes or have sweethearts, al
though there are at least three or four romances en route,
but I'm afraid they will be detrained at the proper stations
or forgotten altogether.

Professor Cade's private school for boys and girls was
situated about fortv blocks from Irvin's home, and his
mother is authority for the statement that the daily walk

to and from school was very beneficial to his health, which
was not as robust then as now.

Professor Cade was an

ardent lover of the English poets, particularly Shakespeare,
as well as one of the best of men. He urged his students
to watch the conversation of each other for errors in

English. Cobb and Robert Quarles were, according to
Mr. Charles Mocquot, now a druggist in Paducah, Cade's
keenest pupils in picking up errors. One day Irvin arose
and informed the professor that he "had two on 'Bob'

Quarles. He said 'possum' for 'o'possum' and 'coon' for
'raccoon.'" After the class Cobb was compelled to outtalk Quarles to avoid a fight.
Mr. Mocquet also recalls that "Irvin was best known

for his jokes and arguments and for his endless string of
funny pictures." Professor Cade's mode of punishment
for "cutting up" wag to give the offending boy plenty of
poetry to memorize. When Cobb became too proficient
at this ("He could read it over two or three times and
know it"). Cade added Latin to the English verse. When
Irvin triumphed over both the English and the Latin, the
old instructor added another link in his discipline chain

street of Paducah. There and at his grandfather Saunders's home he passed his first years. In the rear of his
home was that now historic stable made famous in "A Plea

of committing it to memory.

for Old Cap Collier," and other of his writings. The ele

the trick."

by requiring him to translate the Latin along with the job
This is said to have "turned

ments have now removed most of the barn's roof and the

"I grew up in the town of Paducah with Irvin Cobb,"

whole is leaning with the years; it is being used as a coal
house for the Lenox apartments, which occupy the site of

wrote Frank L. Cade of Catherine, Ala., son of Professor
Cade. "As a very little boy I can remember his mother

his homestead.

"I read them at every chance"—Cobb's writing; "so did
every normal boy of my acquaintance. We traded lesser
treasures for them; swapped them on the basis of two old
vol(imes for one new one; we maintained a clandestine
circulating library system which had its branch offices in

every stable loft in our part of town.

The more daring

kept him absolutely spotless. Because of this my mother
and other mothers of the community constantly held him
up as a model in this manner: 'Why don't you keep your
clothes neat like Irvin's ?' He was not as popular with us
as he might have been just at that time.
"I remember distinctly the wonderful cartoons he would
draw of the boys while we were in school to my father.
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He would also draw pictures of people passing: on the
street, so we naturally thought cartooning or illustrating
would be his life work.

"I also recall his hobby for collecting eggs of every bird
and fowl for his collection. He was exceedingly anxious
to obtain a buzzard's egg. We boys (not very honest)
hid a turkey's egg in the woods, and then designated one
of the boys to find it and sell it to Irvin for a full dollar.
We took the dollar and went on a soda spree at Soule's

drugstore. Later we encountered Irvin and told him what
we had done to him. Mad?
him laughing at himself."

Well, rather! But we left

Another of Cobb's schoolfellows at Cade's was Dr. L,
D. Sanders. "He was a long, lean, lanky boy with big

feet," is Dr. Sanders' lead to his story of the most-dis
cussed man in American fiction.

"A pretty good base

ball player, an indifferent fighter, usually able to pacify
things with his high-sounding talk, poor in mathematics,
keen in literature, gifted with the photographic eye. Irvin
used to go out to my father's home, 'Gray Gables,' a short
distance from the school, with me almost every Friday
afternoon. On Saturdays Professor Cade would some
times call for us and we would go out to Perkins Creek
and spend the day hunting and fishing. Sitting on the
creek bank, the professor would sing old Southern songs
and tell old Southern stories while Irvin and I laughed

and applauded.

Cade was a brilliantly educated man,

quiet and unobtrusive, a type that is seldom gauged at his
real worth.
Paducah.

He organized the first Shakespearean Club in
His criticism and studies of Shakespeare now

in MS., are of high order of merit and worthy of publica
tion."

Dr. Sanders tells one of the best stories of Cobb's boy

hood: "One Saturday Cade did not show up and several
of the boys, including Irvin, went hunting. Irvin didn't
know a wild goose from the domestic variety. He shot
two on the farm of a man that lived in town. The boys
did not disabuse his mind as be went through the gyrations
of T. R. in the wilds of Africa, but carefully conducted
him to town by a way that took them in front of the goose
owner's home. When he saw what Cobb had bagged and
heard his story, his indignation was immense. He made
Irvin promise to pay for them, which Irvin promptly

agreed to do, and we all went laughing into town; all
except Irvin. I think he was rather serious, but his
language was plain!"
It was Cade's influence, more than that of any other

man, except Major Shrewsbury, that set his boyish feet

the summer of 1891. The company had two or threewagons, and Cobb drove one of them while William J.
Gilbert, now leading business man of Paducah, and one of
Cobb's most intimate friends, drove another.

A negro,

"Devil George" who called Irvin "Cap'n," as did every
body else at the ice plant, rode on the hind end and made
the deliveries and collections, while "Cap'n" counted up the
cash and whipped up the horses. "Cobb and I drove all
summer," said Mr. Gilbert recently.

"One eighth of August [Paducah's big negro day, the
blacks call it 'Majicipation Day, because it is too cold to

celebrate that day on its real anniversary in January, and
a day that is bound up with the narratives of Cobb, from
"Black and White," written ten years ago, to his recent

story, "Alas, the Poor Whiffletit!"]

Irvin and I hired

out to the traction company as conductors on two street

cars running to the grounds where the 'niggers' were
celebrating; but nothing much happened, except we hauled
about a million coons!"

Somewhere in his stories Cobb

wrote that the incident he is relating happened "in the
rear of Gilbert's drug store."
But the idea of being an ice man soon melted out of
Irvin's mind; and he began to wonder what he could do
as his life's work. Then one evening his father came
home and asked him how he would like to be a reporter

on the Paducah Daily News, which he had sold on the
streets during school vacations. The boy jumped at the
suggestion, telling his father it would be fine, and that he
would be ready to start in the morning. Accordingly, the
next morning, which happened to be January 16, 1893,
Irvin presented himself at the oflfice of the News and in
formed the editor. Colonel Henry Elliott Thompson (18511916) that he was ready for work as a reporter. And
since that day, five months before his seventeenth birth
day, Irvin Cobb has, in one form or another, been a re
porter. Of course, he was born to be a newspaper man;
and he took up the job where nature left oflf and made it a
wonderful success.

The Daily News in those days was conducted by the
brothers Thompson, James P., who was called "Boss Jim,"
and Henry E., who later wore the same sobriquet. "Boss
Jim" looked after the business end of the paper while
Henry Thompson was managing editor. They were as
sisted in editing the News by a small squad of Confederate
veterans, that must have made the newest "cub" reporter
in West Kentucky feel comfortable and at home, as we
have already seen how these soldiers of the South are
sprinkled through his forebears, in his home and in the

in the road he has since followed.

schoolroom.

"I shall never forget the picture I often saw of little
Irvin Cobb looking up into the face of Major Shrewsbury
as the old major conversed in Nelson Soule's drugstore

veterans and partisans, until to-day he is the greatest living

on Broadway, now numbered 313, I believe," said Mrs.
H. C. Overby, of Paducah. "He would not take his eyes
off the old Confederate while he was telling him a tale of
the South befo' de wah. Soule's store is no more, but that

picture of Major Shrewsbury and the little boy lingers
with me."

Both Cade and Major Shrewsbury often urged Irvin
to fit himself for military school and then go to college;
but a crisis in his father's financial aflfairs not only cast

this plan into the discard, but made it imperative for him
to find employment that would add to the family income.
A short time after having narrowly escaped drowning

in the Ohio River, he found bis first job as driver of the
city ice wagon, his father then being in the ice business as
manager of Fowler-Crumbaugh and Company. That was

Wherever he turned he saw Confederate

champion of the lost cause and its leaders.
Irvin caught on, as the saying is, from the first day;
but his pay did not become apparent until the end of the
first week, when Colonel Thompson called him aside and

gave him his first newspaper stipend; and, when he had
counted the coins pressed into his hands, he proudly dis
covered that he had exactly $1.75. But the amount didn't
matter; he was a real reporter now with a regular salary 1
And when he walked "up Clay Street" that evening to
his home, he was the happiest young man in town. A
few months later he went to the World's Fair in Chicago!
Cobb's earliest ambition was, as we have seen, to be an

illustrator and caricaturist. I have in my possession a little
photograph of him, kindly presented by his mother, taken
at the age of eighteen months. He is revealed lying on
the floor with a pije of papers before him, his pencil poised
ready to draw. As:he grew up he continued making
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funny pictures to the amusement of his boy companions
and teachers. By the time he was sixteen he was actually
an ambidextrous cartoonist, drawing a picture of a woman
with his right hand and a man with his left hand being one
of his favorite stunts. His first drawings were printed
in the Padncah Ncivs, when he was sixteen, and now lie
i)uried in files dust-laden and undisturbed.

"I had disposed of three or four crude drawings to

Texas Siftings^ and had sold at least one alleged carica
ture to a long since deceased weekly publication in New
York, whose very name I have forgotten. For the carica
ture I received in payment the sum of one dollar. Texas

Siftings forgot to send a check; but it printed my pictures.
"Presently I began writing bits of descriptive matter to
go along with the pictures 1 drew for the home paper, so
that the subscribers, rerjding what I wrote, no longer might
say that my drawings were the worst things that appeared
in the paper. As time passed I found myself writing more

R. W. Hunter Coal Co.

and drawing less. Soon I quit drawing altogether and
devoted my journalistic energies to writing."
By the time he was twenty years of age, Cobb was too
busy writing for his living to draw; and with disuse the
knack of drawing has almost left him.

Among the first of Cobb's stories in The Padncah Daily
A'ews, "the widest circulated paper in Southwestern Ken
tucky," to attract general attention were a pair he did of
the summer and fall meetings of "the county trot." He
was "sta:*" reporter now; salary ten dollars a week. For
both stories, the first published July 3. 1895, and the sec
ond September 24, of the same year, he drew pictures of a
horse's head, diamond studded horse-shoe with a race as

background, whips crossed on top, and a jockey riding
through the horseshoe. His "lead" for the first story
was after this fashion:

"All the roads in McCracken point one way as the Ne^vs
goes to press this afternoon and that one way is toward
the West End driving park. The second July celebration
of the Paducah Fair and Exposition Association began to
day under auspices that promise good luck for the meet.
If the present fair weather only lasts a successful termina
tion of the racRs is assured. With a big crowd present
and 105 head of racing stock in the stables and with liberal
patronage manifested, on all sides, it is small wonder that

the fair ground directors are smiling smiles of joy at press

R. W. HUNTER. Pr»id«nt

time this after.noon."

Here's the lead for the autumn yarn;

1066 STARKS BLDG.
CITY 1567-6640

"When Old Dame N'ature and the Clerk of the Weather

LOUISVILLE, KY.

join hands and smile on this favored region there is noth
ing that can prevent the second fall meet of the Paducah
Fair and Exposition Association from being the succe«;s
rliat it deserves to be."
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"Irvin Cobb in his apprentice days of newspaper reportmg sometimes allowed his native bias to deflect his story
from the paths of realism," wrote The Gossip Shopman in
The.Bookman (Nov. 1920). "It is said one of the wittiest
things he ever wrote was about a woman splitting her hus

For Quick Ignition!

band's skull with an axe—not the first masterpiece destined

for the waste-paper basket, and alas I not rescued for pos
terity."

"I was never right well acquainted with Cobb," wrote
a native of Paducah, now a prominent zinc-mining oper
ator in Oklahoma, to the Editor of the Saturday Evening
Post, "but he's better looking now than he was then. His
features were the same but he was a lot thinner.

HOT

He was

SPOT

so good-natured that we never noticed his looks. I re
member one night about midnight I was walking past the
newspaper office where he worked and heard him howling
with laughter inside. I knew it was he because nobody
in three counties had a mouth so big or could laugh so
loud. I went in and he was almost rolling out of his
chair. He had a big heap of letters and was putting
stamps on them. Beside him was a big Newfoundland

if

The All-Purpose CoaV

dog. He would tear off a stamp and the dog would stick
out his tongue very solemnly and lick it. And then Cobb
would laugh until the building shook. I never had so
much fun as sitting there an hour listening to him laugh."

JOHN P. GORMAN COAL CO.

CHAPTER ni.
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The Newspaper Man.

LEXINGTON, KY.
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During his early days on the News, Cobb spent much
time on the river interviewing the rivermen. From them

he gathered many columns of yarns for the paper but,
curiously, he has not as yet (1922) featured the rivers
of his boyhood in his short story work. He is almost
exclusively a land-lubbering writing man. Of course, 1
do not mean to say that all of his stuff is backgrounded
on the land; what I do mean is, with his early acquaintance
with the Mississippi, Tennessee. Ohio and Cumberland
rivers it is not too much to anticipate another great story
similar to Mark Twain's masterpiece, "Life on the Missis

sippi." He once told Robert H. Davis that his ^rst novel
would be called "The River," but on that occasion he had
the "river of life" running in the back of his head.
In 1895 Cobb was made managing editor of The News,
with his name nailed in the paper's official box-head.
Soon he became known as "West Kentucky's kid editor."

But an early reorganization of the paper brought "Bbss"
Henry Thompson back, as editor and returned Cobb to
the street as reporter. On at least one occasion he re
ferred to this change as "being decorated with the order
of the can"; but so long as his name remained on the pay
roll it was nothing mor.e than a reduction in rank. That,
however, is altogether in the view-point; real reporters,
some of them, sneer at desk men; some editors think re
porters necessary evils.

Another three years as a reporter on The News and
Cobb heard the call of the city; and be harkened right
gladly.

It was in the spring of 1898, when he was twenty-two
years of age, and just as the Spanish-American war was
getting under way, that the managing editor of The Cmcinnati Post called Cobb from the country.

But he did

not attach any sort .of permanence to his invitation, and at
the end of "four fevered, nightmarish weeks" he fired him

bodily. That was the only real personal coronation of
the can that Cobb has hitherto attended; btit it did not take
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olac nntil he had beheld for the first time a woman
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journalist doing a man's work on a daily paper. It
was worth it, he thought, as he returned to Paducah, job
less.

Perhaps some of his ruined hopes of the city are de
lineated in the now noted character of Gash Tuttle, "The
Smart A'leck," one of the best humorous stories in the

language. Gash had been the funny man of his native
countryside; he went -to the city, cocksure of his success,
some cheap gamblers trimmed him, just as the Post

position "broke" Cobb, and both of them broken-heartedly
boarded the train for home.

But so soon as they saw the

old town again their drooping spirits revived and the world
was much the same.

True to his previous form, the editor of The Post
changed his mind about the time Cobb changed his clothes,
and wired him to return to Cincinnati at once.

He hesi

tated, Cobb did; and George R. Newman, managing edi
tor of the Lottisi'Ule Evening Post, invited him to join his
staff as reporter and conductor of the "Sour Mash" column
of jokes and jingles. He accepted the offer and from the
first was a success in the Kentucky metropolis.
The next year, 1899, Cobb reported for The Evenin,^
Post the now notorious Music Hall convention in Louis
ville that nominated William Goebel as candidate on the

Democratic ticket for Governor of Kentucky.

He fol

lowed Goebel up and down and across the State in his
canvass.

The Post at that time was a Republican organ;

but its young reporter was the most violent Goebel Demo
crat. He has often been accused of "coloring" his stories
against Goebel, which charge is ridiculous when placed in
its proper light. The color, if any was applied, was done
in the home office of the paper. For many years now
the Post has claimed to be an Independent newspaper.
Of course Cobb was in Frankfort on the fateful morn

lovely lawn, I first noticed that a light snow was falling
and that the sky was grey and overcast. I looked again
and I saw several men carrying and half-dragging the
limp body of a man along between them. They had just
gotten through the front gates of the old iron fence which,
at that time, surrounded Capitol Square, and had headed
eastward toward the Capitol Hotel, where the wounded
man always lived when in Frankfort.
"I did my calculating in rapid fashion. I figured in
stantly that if I were to overtake them I should have to
race cater-comered across the long yard to my favorite
short-cut in the eastern corner of the high iron fence,
from the top of which several spikes had been broken off,
and which I had been using daily in my trips to and from

the sessions of the Legislature. I half fell, half leap^
down and across the stone steps, and, by some fast sprinting-w-you may believe I turned on full steam—I arrived
at 'Cobb's Corner' just as Jack Chinn, Eph Lillard and a
pair of patrolmen bearing Goebel came up.
"As I hit the pavement outside the fence another 'cop'
arrived and demanded:

" 'Here, you, give me your hand, quick !*
"The caravan stopped only momentarily, just long
enough for me to slip my hands under Goebel's legs, which
had been dangling or scraping more or less on the ground,
and to join them with the officer's.
"I immediately glanced at Goebel and saw that he was

apparently conscious, but breathing most irregularly, with
his eyes open and in a set stare or glaze. I also saw he
had been shot through the right nipple, from which dark
ish, almost black blood was trickling down and dyeing his
grey clothes. But he had sufficient life left in him to be
almost rigid in our arms.
(Continued on page 48)

ing of January 30,19(X), when Goebel was shot down in the
old State House yard. He was a member of that human
litter, composed of Colonel "Jack" Chinn and others, as
it wound its tortuous way across Broadway and up Ann
Street bearing the mortally wounded man into the Capitol
Hotel, where, four days later, after a brave and gallant
fight for life, he died. "Tell'my friends to be brave and

fearless and loyal to the great common people," he gasped,
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and was gone.
"I was in the lavatory under that most marvelous serpen

tine staircase fashioned of polished Kentucky marble,
erected nearly a hundred years ago by Gideon Shryock
in the rotunda of the old Capitol, when the shots that
resulted in Goebel's death were fired," Cobb told me on

one of the many anniversaries of the doing to death of
the Dutchman as he was walking toward the front steps
of the old building, in which the Kentucky legislature was
about to override the will of the people as expressed at
the polls two months previously, and lift this strange crea
ture into the governatorial chair. For years Goebel nursed

Has Been

And Is

OUR PROGRESS

twin ambitions: to drive the Louisville and Nashville rail

road out of the State; and to become Governor of Ken

tucky. He did not particularly care how these ambitions
were to be accomplished; and to prove that he did not, he
wrote into the laws of Kentucky its most iniquitous stat
ute: the Goebel Election Bill. It proved to be, however,
his death warrant.

"I rushed out in my shirt-sleeves, bareheaded, to the
front steps. There was a man standing there and I
dslccd *

" 'What's happened?'
" 'They've killed Goebel!'
" 'Good God!'

"Looking down the old brick pavement and across the
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cUmt®4 iSte^les'NPeteranS cmospita^l cflo. 79

tjear <Dawson Springs,0^.

'"T^HE hospital is located three and one-half miles from government pays to patients in monthly compensation
Dawson Springs, Ky., in Christian county, on the
road leading from Dawson Springs to Hopkinsville,
Ky.
The reservation upon which it is located contains six
thousand acres and was donated to the government by the

citizens of that community. The hospital area proper con
tains about one hundred acres near the center of the reser

vation and at the highest point in the vicinity, being at an
altitude of nearly seven hundred feet.
The buildings are of tile and concrete stucco construc

tion, being fireproof, and comprise about fifty in number.
The cost of construction and equipment now reaches near
$4,000,000. The government has spared no expense in
this institution and it is said by construction authorities
to be one of the finest in the United States. The operating
expenses run about $45,000 a month and in addition the

Left to ritht are Junior officers'
nunet' home, and admlnlitration

checks approximately $25,000 a month.
The entire plant is equipped with the most modem fa
cilities for both professional work and utilities such as

power plant, ice plant, elevators, water, heat, etc. The
entire plant is heated by hot water, being one of the most
extensive plants in the country to be supplied from one
central hot water station. It requires about thirty tons
of fuel daily which is supplied locally and the electric
current required amounts to about forty-five thousand
kilowatts monthly and is supplied by the Kentucky Utility
Company.

The first patients were received in April, 1922, after
the government had completed the plant with a capacity of
five hundred beds.

More than two hundred and fifty employees, including
staff of doctors, nurses, aides, dietitians, etc., are required
to operate the hospital.
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one of the 120 progressive
counties of Greater Ken

tucky, Jefferson County
pays more than one-fourth
of the State's huge tax in
come, and in every depart
ment of Kentucky's pro
gressive activity is giving its
whole-hearted co-operation
and support.
JEFFERSON COUNTY COMMISSION
Henry I. Fox
Frank J. Humbert
Dr. Ben L. Bruner Ben F. Vogt
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Editorial
{Continued from page 9)
Every north and south through highway in Kentucky
crosses U. S. Route No. 60 and a wide territory is served
by the several north and south roads crossing the State.
Beginning at the east end off the State, the north and
south trunk routes are U. S. No. 23, U. S. No. 25, U. S.
No. 27, U. S. No 31, U. S. No. 41, U. S. No. 45 and
U. S. No. 51. Anyone familiar with the United States
highways map need not refer to the map to judge the wide
expanse of territory that would fall between U. S. High
ways No. 23 and No. 51, both inclusive.
"In the middle of the map," so well stated by Mr. Lorimer, means something indeed. It would not mean much
if Kentucky did not have good highways or if Kentucky

"ISM

were a barren State repulsive to the tourist who is com
pelled to cross it. On the contrary, it has splendid high

ways, excepting the fact that U. S. No. 23 is not yet
completed across the State, and as for attractiveness the

Kentucky Progress Magazine has carried an average
each monh of one hundred illustrations of points of tour
ing interest along Kentucky's highways and these 600
illustrations but scratch the surface.

The efforts of the Kentucky Progress Magazine to
portray pictorially the lure of Kentucky are now to be rein

forced by the 14,000-foot film, "Kentucky," which has
scenes "from the Sandy to the 'Sippt'" shown by high
ways.

Kentucky is destined to profit immensely from the fact
that it is located "in the middle of the map."

Wants Kentucky Copyright
The Kentucky Way
Last winter in Kentucky the legislature provided funds
for State advertising and named a commission to see that
it was real advertising. The result is the issuing of the
Kentucky Progress Magazine.
The Magazine is profusely illustrated with scenes from
the various counties, each county or city being given its
full quota of interesting data. It is one of the finest pieces
of advertising that is issued today by any State or section
in the Union.

Kentucky, populated by three million people, wants an
other million and hopes to get this increased population by
advertising and promotion.

This Southern State, which seems far away from this
corner of the Union, has much to show, historic homes
and building,, the blue-grass and the rivers and forests. It
is all told in this Magazine and will undoubtedly bring re
sults. It is interesting from the first page to the last and

V

A*. \

is bound to attract attention from the home seeker.

This is the Kentucky way of telling the world that she-

has something worth living for, an invitation for people
to come and make homes, to join in the progress of in
dustry and become citizens of a commonwealth.

Nevada, with its great undeveloped scope of territory,
its hidden wealth, its surface richness and the call for pop
ulation could well ask 'for a copyright from Kentucky.
It is such an outstanding piece of enticing literature, and
the plan is so modern that this State, the last frontier to

conquer, should absorb the lesson. There is not a county
in Nevada but could be put into print and tell a story that
would bring some of the water-soaked, tornadoes and

frost-bitten people to this land that is waiting with open Th« spillway at I>ix Dam. The photoRtpher wt
walked

arms laden with opportunity.—The Fallon (Nevada)

four

mllM to nt this unique and trtUtic photo.

Standard.
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Kingf Blill and the

wood«n bridge oa Dix River which were eubinersed by.the lake created bit-Dix-Dam.

Bessemer Steel Process
(Continued from page 32)
sreat iron knife cut off iron bars into ax lengths as
easily as one would slice cheese . . . and following
the process on through to where each ax was painted
under a glass jar on account of the paint supposed to be
poisonous to the painter to breathe. They were colored
first red, and lastly gold.

the river in two other places at the foot of the park hills.
The famous Kuttawa Mineral Springs property joins
this park, and the little lake at the other end of the same
series of hills. There are natural curiosities that have

been a puzzle to our geologists for years, curious forma
tions—caves in short hour drives in several directions in

Lyon, Crittenden and Caldwell Counties, the farthest prob
ably not much more than fifteen miles from the depot
below the park.

Sons-in-law, grandsons-in-Iaw possibly, visited my folks
This park would be a most suitable playground or deer
in North Carolina after I was grown. And one wrote to park if taken over and administered by the State of Ken
me from the Virginia iron fields longing to come back to tucky.
Kentucky not so many years ago. The late Governor
And it might be proper to place a table on the face of
Anderson visited some of them in Louisville as late as
1893.

Chauncey Depew listed the great happenings in his time
shortly before he closed his ninetyyears of public life and
work. He named the rise of the iron industry as among
one of the most important. Without underestimating any
of the great inventions, radio, auto, telephone, flying, ce
ment construction, etc., I have long believed that making

the rocks above the railroad and river, overlooking the^
Kelley works where Bessemer was invented almost on the

railroad right-of-way along this park boundary.
No one thing has done as much to spread our civiliza

tion in the past one hundred years as the invention of the

Bessemer Process by this Irish Kentuckian. Kellev, who
worked all of his life in Kentucky.

iron in quantity and qualities now possible was the great
est step forward in modern civilization than anything that

has happened since the railroads first spanned the country
and made it possible for Kentuckians to explore, and settle,
and to a great degree develop all of the West and other
parts of the earth.

The region about Lyon County is most picturesque. It

i« very accessible by a beautiful river, a main line rail
road, and now a new State automobile road.

The park property overlooks the town, surrounds it,
^erlooks the railroad, the river and the old Kelley work

ings scattered along the foot of the hill over a distance of

several miles, at both ends of the mountain park, and on
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Kentucky's Call

List to the call of our Old Kentucky Home,
"Aid in my progress—
and

Come one, come all—"

We'll rally to her standard, wherever we roam—
"United we stand—
Divided we fall."

Hark! hear the call of the Old Kentucky Home
Ye sons and daughters, wherever ye roam;
"Aid in nur progress—come one and come all—
United we stand—divided we fall."

Kentud^y Progress UYCagazine
Sound Sweet To Us

I DON'
T know how it got on to my desk, but today
I am in possession of Vol. I, No. 3, "Kentucky
Progress Magazine."

Every page is interesting—

from inside front to outside back.

Will it be possible

for me to get a copy each of Nos. 1 and 2?—Secretary,
Santa Maria Valley (Cal.) Chamber of Commerce.
*****

You folks are surely getting out some sweet publicity

visiting your State next year when the American Legion
convenes at Louisville.—Executive Secretary, Alameda
County (Cal.) Development Commission.
*****

Enclosed find a check for one dollar for which please

enter my subscription to your good Magazine. It is a
pleasure to tell you that your fine Magazine ought to
bring pride to the heart of all good Kentuckians. I wish
it were in every high school library in the State.—Glanton Smith, Ashland, Ky.

about the old Stale—that in the American Motorist in

September was surely ringing the old dinner bell with the
corn pone piping hot.—William M. Conrad, Washington,
D. C.

I came across a copy of Kentucky Progress Maga
zine.

It was a revelation to me.

...

I want to con

gratulate you on the all-around excellence of your publi

*****

I have been pleased to receive the Kentucky Prog
ress Magazine each month: I have learned to look for
ward to it as something that will carry me back in spirit
for half an hour to my homeland.

*****

Please accept con

gratulations from a fellow who as reporter for the Lex
ington Herald used to hound you for noos.—Qark Kinnaird, The Edenton (N. C.) News.
*«.***

The Adair County News tells of the fourth "cow day"
held by the Live Stock Promotion Association. The mer
chants of Columbia together with the bankers have
worked out a plan which fits in with the whole structure

of agricultural commimity life. The merchants give
coupons with purchases made by farmers, these are placed
in the bankers' care and drawings are held.
To date enthusiasm has marked the operation of the

plan. Purebred stock is on the increase. Since the merits
of registered stock is a topic of local conversation, it is
more than likely that Adair County will eventually be
come thoroughly converted.
With the active steps being taken by the Kentucky

Progress Commission to foster marketing for dairy pro
ducts all over Kentucky and the program of various

agencies to foster the breeding of productive cattle, Ken

tucky may be really "Cow Minded" before long. The
student of agricultural progress who investigates what
has been accomplished by Wisconsin, by the State Uni

versity, the merchants, bankers, working with the farm
ers, may well long for the same thing to happen in Ken
tucky.
But we are on the way.
We are far from there.—Louisville Herald-Post.
*****

I have read with great interest the Kentucky Progress

Magazine and congratulate you and your commission.
Surely you will have the eyes of the country upon Ken
tucky. God bless her history and people.—W. Fred
Long, Honorary Life President, Kentucky Society in
Mississippi.
*****

We are much interested and pleased with what your

progress commission is doing, and feel that you are doing
your people a great deal of good in the manner inwhich you are editing and publishing the Magazine.—
Secretary, Huntington (VS^. Va.) Chamber of Commerce.
*****

cation. I have'seen nothing in its line that is just as good.
. . . It should be productive of good results in making
"the grand old Commonwealth" better known to the out
side world.—Arch Pool, The Washington Times and
Herald, Washington, D. C.
I have received two copies of the Kentucky Progress
Magazine and I want to congratulate you and the good old
State of Kentucky upon this splendid publication.—

(Judge) Thos. S. Harris, Sapulpa, Okla.
Your new magazine is splendid in every way and is
deserving of all the generous encomiums that it has re
ceived.—Rev. J. P. Lutkemeier, Collegeville, Ind.
I wish to thank you for . . . the copy of the Ken
tucky Progress Magazine. It certainly contains some
very interesting information regarding the State of Ken
tucky and will no doubt be of great value in creating
greater interest in Kentucky's resources—James B. Kelley,
Professor of Agricultural Engineering, University of Ken
tucky.
A magazine like Kentucky Progress clarifies in the
minds of thinking people not only the great beauties of the
State of Kentucky, but also her strategic position in com
merce and her wonderful opportunity to become the great
clearing house of Ainerica. Kentucky Progress tells the
story of Kentucky in a most forceful manner. While the
publication is most attractive, the American people are

beginning to appreciate that the romance of your great
State is slowly being translated into splendid business
action and commercial development. I feel that Ken
tucky Progress is suggesting that the great State of
Kentucky is alive in social, industrial and economic ad
vancement.—Frank Bruce, Publisher, The Bruce Pub
lishing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.

Several weeks ago you arranged for me to receive
several mailings of a publication featurtng the physical
resources of your home State. Permit me at this time to
express appreciation to you for your thoughtfulness. They
were read with a great deal of interest by each member of

my family—not only once but several times—were loaned
to neighbors, and are now retained in a portfolio of sim
ilar illustrated matter in our library. These publications
were not only informative on economic resources, but
were also of inspiring character. While we are not Ken
tuckians, her wonders, both scenic and economic, and her
wonderful people and traditions as well, are ours in a

national sense just as they are yours in the sense of birth
right. We are equally proud of that fact. These publica
tions encourage an automobile tour through the State at

tion exploiting the many resources of the Blue-Grass

first opportunity. This is good promotional work on the
part of your State administration, and the cost will prove

numbers that are available for distribution ? Cofitemplate

Seating Company, Chicago.

Have learned that you have a very splendid publica

State. Would it be asking too much of you to forward a wise investment. I am grateful for the privilege of
this office a copy of the December number and any other seeing these splendid write-ups.—E. G. Bentley, American
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Some ofXenlucl\y% "^Jaried Industries

A snuff factory.

Interior view of milk condensery

\
(Above)—Aft
oil gusher.
This scene is
from
the
newly - devel
oped fields in
Western

Kentucky.
Solid stone
columns from
a well-known

Western

Kentucky
quarry.
The
product of
this quarry is

shipped to
practi c a 11 y
every state in
the union.
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Qovernor and

^^ccivcd
(From MayHeld
la Messenger)
messenger)

Governor
FLEM D. SAMPSON who has been
making" a plea for Kentucky progress, brought his
message to the Purchase section of the State last
night and was the principal speaker at a banquet at Hotel

fiall in honor of the State's executive and members of the
Kentucky Progress Commission.
One hundred citizens, including State officials and
representative citizens of Fulton, Hopkinsville, Smithland, Marion, Princeton, Murray, Benton, Eddyville, Paducah, Clinton, Greenville, Bardwell, Hickman and Ar

which,we should forget in the interest of building up the
State.

Calling attentiwi to the presence of Con W. Craig, of
Paducah, member of the State Highway Commission
from this district, Governor Sampson said: "What you
need is not jobs, but some one with the energy, industry
and ability to handle a big job and get right to it." He
said he had selected Mr. Craig for the highway commis
sion, because he believed he was that kind of man, and
would look at the road building problem not only as the

lington and a number of local residents heard Governor

problem of one county, but of his whole district and the

Sampson in his appeal for all of Kentucky to join in
developing the State and inviting outside industries.
Governor Sampson arrived in Mayfield yesterday after
noon, motoring from Frankfort with Adjt. General Jones.
A number of other visitors came by auto but a reception
for the guests was held at the I. C. passenger station
where several members of the progress commission came
to Mayfield on the 7:11 train. A line of march, led by
the Cardinal boys band of Mayfield High school, fol

whole State.

lowed by the governor, members of his party and West

ern Kentucky citizens, filed down Broadway to the north
side of the court square where the band gave a perform
ance and drill. In a brief speech to the young musicians.
Governor Sampson complimented their demonstration.
Dr. J. F. Kirksey, president of the Mayfield Chamber
of Commerce, presided at the banquet, and after invoca
tion by Dr. D. M. Ausmus, pastor of the First Presby
terian church, the welcome address was given by Mavor
W. T. Vaughan. A summary of progress in 'The Pur
chase," and a call to the upstate citizens to co-operate
for the building of a greater state, were contained in a

speech by T. P. Smith, Mayfield banker. He mixed his
torical facts of the Purchase and its development with bits
of humor, which were to the point.
Col. W. H. Brizendine, Mayfield's member of the pro
gress board, introduced the visitors, including Governor
Sampson, James C. Stone, Lexington; J. Robert Kelley,
Covington, C. F. Richardson, Sturgis, R. E. Cooper, Hop
kinsville; Edmund W. Taylor, C. Frank Dunn, Geoffrey
Morgan, Edwin Quarles, Frankfort, of the Progress
Commission; Con Craig, F. A. Shobe and J. A. Spears,
State liighway Department; J. L. Trumbo and W. D.

Blackwell, Gan^ & Fish Commission; T. W. Vinson,
Chicago; E. L. Biisby, Superintendent of the Western
State Hospital, Hopkinsville^ and citizens representing
other Western Kentucky cities.

Addressing his attention to the State's road program,
he said that "there are more than 500 separate and distinct
road projects now under construction in Kentucky.
we need in building roads in Kentucky, is to reach as
many people as we can as quickly as we can, so that th«y
can come into the cities to trade and haul their produce to
market." Many have urged that the State build only con
crete and asphalt roads, he said, but that if the State

waited to get the money to do this all of the present "gene
ration would die in the mud."

Speaking on the resources of Kentucky that await in
dustrial development, Governor Sampson mentioned the
rich clay deposits of Graves County, and the fluorspar
mines of Crittenden. Potteries should be established to
use these clays, he said, and steel mills to utilize the fluor
spar and coal and iron deposits of the State.

The governor spoke of plans under way to establi^.
"a $50,000,000 plant in Western Kentucky not far from
this city to utilize certain natural resources."
"I want you to get together to turn our raw materials
into manufactured products and give employment to our
own people, rather than continue to ship these products
to other parts of the country to give employment to the
people of other states." Deploring the fact that in the
past there has been a certain hostility to capital in Ken
tucky, he said that "what we need in Kentucky is to cease
to battle capital and welcome it."
The governor described the Kentucky Progress
Magazine, ofHcial publication of the Progress Commis
sion, as a great medium for laying the industrial and
agricultural opportunities of the State before the outside
world. Copies of the Magazine are being sent to 2,000
of the leading newspapers and magazines in the country,
he said, and this has resulted in securing many columns
of favorable advertising for Kentucky in the way of
editorial comment.

Governor Sampson ^vas introduced by Col. Brizendine,
and he immediately promised to do all he could for the
development of the Purchase counties along with all the
other counties of Kentucky "It makes no diflFerence

Following the governor's speech, the departmental
secretaries of the commission, C Frank Dunn, Geoffrey

whether you live in the First District, or the Eleventh, or
the Fifth, or what church you belong to, or what political
party, I am going to do what I can for your progress;
I am going to try to do somethino- for the First District

tary, outlined the formation of the progress group and
its task, while Mr. Morgan in charge of agricultural de
velopment gave the program of the commission for agri
culture, which would rehabilitate the deserted farms of the
State, make use of the trade mark "Bred in Old Ken

the same as for the Eleventh or any other," he said.

Pleading for a united eflfort of all its citizens to de
velop the latent resources of the State and to attract new
industries and new capital to give the people employ
ment. Governor Sampson said that we had been kept
back in the past through the playing of petty politics.

Morgan and Edwin Quarles, spoke briefly on projects
of the organization.

Mr. Dunn, who is executive secre

tucky" and go after agriculutral industries. Mr. Quarles'
message was on the formation of the Kentucky Progress
Association, in which all citizens of Kentucky will be
asked to take membership. The drive for the prc^fress
association will begin early next year.
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He challenged Ihe citizens to build up industries, which
will keep Kentuckians in Kentucky, citing that 100 of the
large institutions of Chicago were headed by Kentuckians.
At the close of the banquet the progress commission
held a brief executive session in which "Organization"
was the principle theme. The governor and progress
members are guests of the Mayfield Hunting Club at an
all-day hunt and game dinner at Reelfoot lake today.
The following resolution, signed by Governor Samp
son and Mr. Dunn, was adopted by the progress commis

Progressive Hens

ITlaying
IS notearly,
unusual
for the light breed of fowls to start
but it is most unusual among the heavy
breed. "Kentucky Maid," a Jersey White Giant Pul
let, owned by Harry S. Morgan, White's, Madison County,

Kentucky, was hatched March 10, 1928. She commenc^

sion.

"Resolved that the Kentucky Progress Commission ex
press unanimously to Colonel W. H. Brizendine and
through him to the citizens of Mayfield its sincere ap
preciation of the delightful hospitality extended the com
mission on the occasion of its meeting in Mayfield on Fri
day, December 14, 1928."

A Progressive Gobbler
f I^HIS Bronze Turkey Gobbler owned by Mrs. W. H.

I Summerhill, of Oak Grove, Kentucky, was missing
one day last summer.

A search was started, but he

J
Kentucky Maid.

Big Girl.

laying when she was only four months and twenty days
old. She laid twenty-one eggs, three of them being double

jolk eggs, and then went to setting when she was five
months and fourteen days old. She was taken off with
her chicks when she was six months and five days old
and her chicks were eaten as friers before December first.

could not be found; so was given up as stolen.
After a week had passed he was found sitting on a
secluded hen's nest. He was brought to the house and

After completing this very wonderful record she weighs
eight pounds at nine months of age and has started laying

given food and water, afterwards he hustled back to his

"Big Girl," another Jersey White Giant Pullet from
the same fiock, weighed nine and one-half pounds at
exactly nine months old.

again.

Irvin Cobb
{Continued from page 40)
t

"We pushed on with people running towards us from
every direction, and the pavement black with men gyrating
about us like an eddy in the Cumberland. Suddenly the
cry went up: 'Goebel's shot'; and: 'Oh, Jim, the damn
mountaineers have got him at last!' The whole town
filled with soldiers and Republican henchmen of Governor
Taylor's, seemed to be on top of us and sucking us under,
but, somehow, we carried on.

nest shuffling himself down on the eggs. When he heard
anyone coming he would duck his head so he could not
be seen.

He was given a brood of chickens of which he was

very proud and when they would get sleepy and cry around
he would take his bill and push them under his wings.
He did not fuss around his brood like a hen, but if any
thing bothered his chicks he would walk up and strike it
with his wings and usually it did not bother again.
When his chicks were real small he would mash one

occasionally
night, but mothered them through rain
and storm until they were half grown.

Winning Slogan In Contest
I pledge allegiance to Kentucky.

Her interests shall be my interests, her law my law,
and

Her motto shall be my creed, "United we stand,

a wet rag in our arms.

"I instantly decided he was dead, although as it turned
out he had only fainted. I began wrenching my hands
from my partner's, and crying:
" 'Let me go, I'm a newspaper man, I must wire my
paper!'
"Free, I dashed across Broadway to the telegraph office
in. the basement of the Capitol Hotel and, almost bursting
in the door, shouted at the operator:
" 'They've killed Goebel; flash the Post!' "
The "Ji"i" Newman of our introduction may have sent
the first coherent story of the assassination of the man
who would be Governor, but Cobb always claims to have
filed the first "flash."

On the night of January 31, thirty-three hours after
Goebel had h«en shot, newsboys burst through the several
entrances of the Capitol Hotel, shouting and crying, amid
the greatest excitement and wildest confusion:
"Goebel is Governor!"

divided we fall."

—Mrs. Victor K. Dodge.
Paffe Forty-eight

"But not much farther. Suddenly Goebel seemed to
raise himself, stiffen, a shudder ran through his body, he •
emitted a deep gasp, collapsed completely and lay limp as

{Continued next month)
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At the Feet of the Enemy
(Continued from page 14)
body found burial was unknown; and since he died before
he reached his comrades, even the manner of his escape

remained a mystery. All his people knew about it was that
he managed to get out of his captivity and that he fell,
alone and exhausted and spent and dying, somewhere
along the dreary way in the territory occupied by the
Federals up in West Virginia. It made a pathetic, moving
story as Miss Tessie told it—^the agony in the stricken
household when first word came that he had been taken

and then, quick on that, the word that he'd had a sum
mary trial and had been sentenced to die a shameful death,
and then the suspense of the waiting and then finally, by
delayed and roundabout sources, the news that having
gotten clear of prison and off and away for freedom, he
had dropped on a mountain roadside, and as one of the
minor, unconsidered tragedies of the war, had been
shoveled underground by strange hands.

She, who was only a child then, away back in '63, had
idolized this somewhat older brother of hers.

She grew

up worshipping the image of his remembered youth.

She

counted him—and rightly so, as you'll agree—as great a

hero as any who took a mortal wound in battle.
never married.

She

In her heart this brother's memory took

for her the place of a husband, the places of the children
she might have borne. So, at seventy-odd, she hated all
that was Northern. She hated it because of the cruel,
ruthless machinery set in motion to speed Private John
William Tate to the gallows and because no answer, no
acknowledgment even, had been made to the frantic, hur
ried appeals for mercy sent to Lincoln at the White House
through former friends of her family who, being faithful
to the Union were said to have influence in that quarter;
and most of all she hated because hating had come to be a
very part of her warp and fiber.
T AST year, as you may remember, Lincoln's birthday

^ fell on a Sunday and was celebrated—in the sections
where they do celebrate Lincoln's birthday—on Monday.
On that Monday, February 13, Mrs. Gayle had occasion
to call on Miss Tessie upon patriotic business connected
with an impending meeting of the Daughters. In the
librarian's office they told her that Miss Tessie wasn't
there, hadn't been there at all this morning, hadn't tele
phoned either—possibly she was sick or something. Mrs.
Gayle was turning away when one of the old negro at
tendants of the Capitol force who had entered in time to
hear the latter end of these remarks, spoke up:
"Nome, I reckon she ain't sick—leastwise I jest now
seen her downstairs on de main floor. I jedge mebbe
you'll find her down dere."
"Whereabouts downstairs. Uncle ?" asked Mrs. Gayle.
"Right down below yere in de righthand rotunder wuz
whar I seen her."

"Oh, you must be mistaken," stated Mrs. Gayle. "She
never comes in that way. She never would, no matter
how big a hurry she might be in."
"Mebbe not, heretofo", lady, but not five minutes ago
I seen her comin' in the front do' jest ez I waz startin'
up the stair-steps myse'f. I ain't mistooken, lady. Ain't
but one Miss Tessie 'round dis yere State Hiouse, nome."

So the puzzled Mrs. Gayle went to hnd her friend. She
descended the curving stone treads and, descending, saw
how the winter sun, filtering through the skylight in the
roof above, made a sort of golden nimbus about the head
of the statue and she saw a skimpy little garland of
bronzed oak leaves which early that day the surviving,
members of the local G. A. R.—two feeble old white menji

and one feeble old black man—had placed at its foot and
then, almost touching the oak leaves where with drooped
head she clung against the pedestal in a posture which,
oddly, might betoken devotion, Mrs. Gayle saw the shape
of Miss Tessie.

Had Miss Tessie gone suddenly mad? Tha,t was the
question which framed itself in Mrs. Gayle's mind as she.
quickened her pace to a bird-like little scamper.

TRILLED with distress and bewilderment, she reached
the level and skittered across the marble floor.

"Why, Miss Tessie!" she cried, drawing near. "Why,
Miss Tessie, what in the world 1"
Miss Tessie raised her white head and Mrs. Gayle saw
that while the face of her friend was swollen from weep
ing it was a face transfigured and glorified by some tre
mendously uplifting emotion.
She said nothing, though. She handed to Mrs. Gayle
a scrap of paper crumpled by close pressure of her hands,
and in amazement Mrs. Gayle unfolded it and flattened
it out. It was a half page torn from one of yesterday's
big city papers—part, evidently, of a Sunday "feature
article."

Mrs. Gayle's agile eye caught the page-wide heading:
"A New Light on Lincoln's Life for Lincoln's Birthday."
Then swiftly she skimmed through the florid introductory
paragraphs, sensing that the story dealt with discoveries
of interesting and, so it was alleged, previously unpub
lished documents belonging to a collector of rare manu
scripts in the North, and so on, skipping along until at
the top of the second column she came to a reproduction
in facsimile of a letter, or note.

She read it and it read

as follows: "Dear Stanton: There is a young Rebel named
Johnnie Tate under sentence of hanging for being a spy.
Don't hang him. Speed brought me a letter today from
his old mother down in Kentucky. I understand this boy
is mighty sick. If he were turned loose he couldn't do
any more damage to the Union and, anyhow, Speed prom
ises me he'd go home, should he live to get there, and be
have himself from now on. So since you've been fussing
at me for letting so many spies off with their necks un
broken, and some of the newspapers have been jumping
on me for being what they call too soft-hearted, I wish, as
a personal confidential favor to the writer, you'd keep this
particular case out of the official records and instruct
somebody whom you can trust with the secret, just to
leave the door of this youngster's cell unlocked and the
gate ajar the next dark night. I know this is irregular,
but everything seems to be irregular these times and ifthere is any trouble over it, I'll take the responsibility on
my own shoulders. Much obliged. (Signed) A. Lincoln."
"Oh!" exclain»ed Mrs. Gayle understanding. "Oh,
Miss Tessie!"

Miss Tessie appeared not to hear her. Miss Tessie was
on tiptoe flat against the pedestal, stretching her two arms
upwards as though seeking to reach the hem of The Eman
cipator's garment. She couldn't make it, though. She
just could manage to touch with her reverent lips the tip
of one huge, ugly, box-toed bronze boot.
Page Porty-nint.
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Largest Cold Storage Unit in the South

That users may be better served ....
M

ORE than a quarter of a century
lies between the ARMCO of today

and that of yesteryear. Each of
those years was a stepping stone
to higher endeavor, greater
achievement.

In every undertaking a bond united
topmost executive with the last worker
down the line—a spirit which
no dissension could sever.

Only a few chapters are writ
ten. The rest of the story is of

All the while ARMCO men and

the future.

women sought a common goal.

of yesterday will guide the
strivings of tomorrow . . . .

First hundreds, and then thou
Inqot Iron
sands, labored for the one
This warhi-known symbol identi
cause—that of better serv
fies AHMCO Inyol Iron, "the iron

ing the thousands of users
of iron and steel sheets and

plates.

that's tnadf pure lo endure." IVhen
yoH see it on sheets or flates, or
products made from sheets or
plates, you may he certain of lasliuy, low-cost service.

Yet the traditions

and ARMCO workers
will continue to contribute

their share to world prog
ress.

THE AMERICAN ROLLING MILL COMPANY
Executive Office*, Mlddletown, Ohio

Plants at Aahland, Kentuokyi Butler, Pennsylvania)
Middletown, ZanesvUlei Columbus, and Elyria, Ohio
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Cheap Electric
Power
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No wonder electric power has
taken the place of the steam
engine's direct drive (with
shafts^, pulleys and belts) in
more than 70 per cent of the
industrial plants of the Unit
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more

reliable,

flexible

and

economical.

To you manufacturers con
sidering a plant location in
Kentucky we offer reliable
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electric service at low indus
trial rates in most of the
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State.
We now serve 220 communi

ties, 2,700 industrial custom
ers and 2,700 rural customers

through 1,800 miles of trans
mission lines.
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Give our engineerings indus
trial and commercial depart
ments the opportunity to
help you get located in Ken
tucky. Just write to—

Kentucky Utilities
Company
INCORPORATCO
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STARKS BUILDING. LOUISVILLE. KY.
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sits lightly
on them^I
WOULDN'T you like to look 20
at 40 — 30 at 50 — 40 at 60?

It is not impossible, for now you can
prolong youth by simply reducing the
intestinal bacteria known to hasten

premature old age.

Most everybody has these harmful
bacteria. How can you tell whether
you have them? Are you subject to
sick headaches — chronic constipation
— loss of appetite — skin troubles —
tired feeling — rheumatic pains —
stomach disorders? They are the sure
signs of poisons in the system caused
by these bacteria in the intestines.
Your doctor will tell you that the
numerous clinical tests of many noted

bacteriologists* and phsrsidans show that B. acidophilus overcomes the bac
teria which cause a great deal of disease and premature old age.
He will also tell you that Acidofilak implants the acidophilus organisms in the

digestive tract, because it contains millions of tiny, health-producing plants
which restrict or prevent the activity of the enemy bacteria.

Thousands are drinking Acidofilak regularly with or between meals because they
have learned that it helps keep away the tell-tales of advancing years, and at 40
they really appear to be only 20.

An implantation of B. acidophilus and definite results are usually obtained in
drinking the first six quarts of Acidofilak. Order direct or through your druggist.
Price $2.40 for six quarts, postpaid. Address Southern Biological Laboratories,
Inc,. Lexington, Kentucky.
*We will b« glad to fumisb details of Uieae experimcnta.
Acidofilak is the true Baeiltu*

acidophilus milk. It combines

the fo^ value of cow's milk with
rare medicinal worth. A quicker

implantation of the friendly aci
dophilus organisms can be ob
tained by making Acidofilak the
exclusive diet for a few days.
Acidofilak is a

delightfiil

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

beverage with or between
meals.

Drink

fountain

it

if you

at

the

(ProDOUDced Ad-dof^ilak)

want a

refreshing, palatable health
food drink. Costs no more

If

FREB—Write for booklet on Acidofilak.

the fountain does not serve

than ordinary drinks.

It contains the secrets of health and

Acidofilak. ask the propri^

youth as discovered by medical science.

tor to get it for you.
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